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This seminar was highly successful in identifying COllDOn problems 
related to the design of housing in typhoon-prone areas within the 
network. It also provided instruction in vays to solve those problems 
and sa.e limited practice in the implementation of the solutions. 
However. the application of solutions in each country can be facilitated 
by continued involvement of the regional network. The typhoon-resistant 
design housing for low-cost housing bas the potential to save a large 
sum of money within the network in the long tera. so it should therefore 
be pursded as actively as possible at present. 

1.PUIPOSE OF Sf.11111d-"C1BSIK1P 

T~e explicitly stated objectives of the seminar workshop were as 
follavs: 

to provide a venue for participants from member countries to 
identify pr~bleas, issues and corresponding solutic"s 
related to typhoon-resistant housing design and construction 
systems. 

to familiarise the farticipants with the existing research 
development studies conducted by international organisationG 
on typhoon-~esistant housing d~signs and construction 
systems. 

to identify possible areas of training and research which 
can be undertaken to effect information exchange in 
technology transfer. 

As the participants were drawn from lllellber countries of the UNDP/UNIDO 
Regional Network in Asia for Low-Cost Building Materials, Technolosies 
and Construction Systems, the purpose of the seminar was to meet these 
objectives as they applied to low-cost housing. 

A further objective was stated in the opening session of the 
seminar/workshop and related to the form of output to be produced in the 
workshop sessions. It was highly desirable that the outputs be in a 
f onn that could be directly applied in each country either in continuing 
research ant development or incorporated into futur• house designs. 
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As the seminar proceeded, it became obvious that the expectation of many 
~articipants and speakers was that this seminar workshop vas to be the 
first step towards the establishment of appropriate methods of 
typhoon-resistant design and construction for housing and not 
necessarily an eno in itself. This expectation seemed to be at odds 
with the objective alluded to in tte previous paragraph. Never the 
less, the workshop sessions were structured to produce soee typical 
structural details that could be incnrporated into typhoo~-resistant 
housing designs and would also establish a basis for continuing 
investigation. 

In this way it became a possibility that both of the additional 
objectives mentioned above could be satisfied. 

1.1 Structure of the Semiaar-Vorkshop 

The regional secretariat had program11ed three full days of seminar 
activities, one day of site visits and tvo full days of workshop 
activities. 

The seminar activities included the presentation of papers by each of 
the participants from the regional network to facilitate the 
identification of problems and issues related to typhoon-resistant 
housing, and the exchange of research findings within the network. A 
number of experts from the Philippines also presented the results of 
research activities within that country. Both the International 
Consultant and the National Consultant vresented papers in the seminar 
session that led to the more practical aspects to be pursued in the 
workshop sessions. 

Ample opportunity for questioning was incorporated in the seminar 
progra1m1e to allow free interchange of inforr.ation between the 
participants. 

The progranaing of the workshop sessions vas left quite open to allow 
fiexibility for the consultants in achieving the objectives indicated by 
the participants thamselves in the opening session. The pro&;.:aaaing of 
the workshop sessions is presented in detail in Section 3.1. 

two participants frOll Touga 
One participant fr0at Fiji 
Two participants from Sri Lan~a 
One participant from China 
One participant from Bangladesh 
One participant from Indonesia 
Approximately 25 participants from the Philippines - these 
included research workers, designing architect• and engineer• and 
students of architecture. 
Fiva invitet experts from the Philippines 
One National Consultant 
One International Consultant 
Four full-ti..e supporting secretariat staff 

2. twrutS TO SlllillAa 
I 

ts indicited in Section 1.1, the prqgrammed input to the seminar 

• 
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• 

• 
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consisted of papers from network representatives which largely presented 
the status-quo in participating countries; papers by experts from the 
Philippines which presented current and recent research activities; and 
papers by the consultants which provided technical information and 
background data for tyhoon-resistant design of housing. 

2.1 Papen Fram Retvorlt Couauy aepreseatathes 

The papers presented by network country representatives all differed in 
style and format. In order to drav comparisons between the work 
presented by the representatives they have been interpreted below and 
treated under the following hea~ings. 

(a) scale of housing problem 
(b} scale and type of damage by typhoons 
(c) current plans for mitigation of cta.age to housing 
(d) motivation to produce typhoon-resistant design 
(e) building materials COGDOnly available 
(f) specific problems faced 
(g) planned research activities 

It is to be ~tressed that vhere these issues were not specifically 
addressed by the country representatives, the interpretation is that of • 
the International Consultant. 

2.1.1. Bangladesh 

(a} Scale of Housing Problem 

There is a very significant need for low-cost housing in this 
country. 80'Z of the population live below the poverty line and 
65~ below the extreme proverty line. Less than 4~ of houses could 
be regarded as permanent structures, and there is a very 
significant shortage of skilled tradesmen and profession•ls to 
implement new housing schemes. 

(b) S'ale and Type of Damage by Typhoons 

Bangladesh has exper!enced a large number of ~ropical cyclones, one 
of which has the dubious distinction of havint caused the largest 
death toll of any tropical cyclone in recorded history. The reason 
for the l~rge death tells in this area is not the ferocity of the 
wind, but a combina~ion of a large number of low-lying inhabited 
islands and significant storm surges causing inundation of land and 
houses. H~st of the deaths have been by drowning. The problem is 
ex~cerbated by the fact that land is scarce, so newly risen islands 
are inhabited while still quite low. Also, people are reluctant to 
leave their belongings and property and seek refuge on higher 
groun-:1. 

(c) Current Plans for Mitigation of Damage To Housing 

Currently go·1ernment buildings are COT'•,tructed in accorrtance with 
the East Bengal Building 'ode (1C5J). As a result, in most rural 
areas, schools can be regarded as permanent structures able to 
fulfil post-disaster Functions. It is planned to embark on a 
'nucleus house' construction programme. ir. whf.ch a typhoon 
resistant core is built for each family with floor level above 
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tventy-three feet P.L. This vill be suffici•nt to provide basic 
shelter for family and belongings during the passage of a typhoon. 
Temporary structures can be added to the outside of the core to 
provide shelter for animals and additional rooms for accoaaodation. 

(d) Motivation To Produce Typhoon-Resistant Design 

The implementation of typhoon-resistant design seems to be a 
government initiative aimed at minimising the loss of life in 
typhoons. Host emphasis has been placed on ensuring that housing 
is located where storm surge damage can be minimised. 

(e) Building Materials Commonly Available 

The production of cement, lime, and bricks is energy intensive, so 
to minimise cost, the most ca..on form of vall constru~tion is mud 
brick for semipermanenc housing and bamboo mats for temporary 
housing. Roofing is coaaonly thatch though corrugated steel sheets 
are being used on permanent and semipermanent buildings. Where 
possible, concrete valls and or roof are used for permanent 
buildings. 

(f) Specific Problems Faced 

The largest specific problem faced is the siting of houses to avoid 
storm surge, but maintain privacy and proximity to the agricultural 
land vorked by the family. 

With respect to design for wind, the materials available have some 
short comings. The mud used for valls det~riorates during the 
passage of typhoons and can crack when dry. Both of these effects 
cause loss of structural strength of the walls. Corrugated steel 
roofing is being used quite effectively but, training will te 
required to ensure that it is fastened in a manner that will 
prevent its loss in a severe typhoon. 

(g) Planned Research Activities 

Thin ferro-cement panels are being used to advantage in areas close 
the the major cities. At present transport of these panels to more 
remote settlements is a problem. Work will continue on the 
development of efficient building panels that can be produced under 
controllr.d factory conditions. 

2.1.2. China 

(a) Scale of Housing Problem 

Housint in smaller settlements in the typhoon-prone area~ seems to 
be at a high risk due to the lack of unified building standards, 
quality control and supervision in construction. As a result 
significant reconstruction must take place after the pa£sage of 
some typhoons. 

(b) Scale and Type of o~~age By Tvphoons 

Significant damage to housing occurs dur~ng the passage of a' strong 
typhoon with the pattern of damage bei:'l~: damage to windows,' then 

• 

• 

fl 

• 
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eaves and partial loss of roof. Some damage to walls may then 
occur followed in some cases by total collapse of the house. 

(c) Current Plans for Mitigation of Damage To Housing 

At present it does not seem possible to implement a nationwide code 
for typhoon-resistant housing due to the large variation in 
architectural and climatic requirements for housing from the north 
to the shouth of the typhoon affected a :-ea. As well, the 
nationwide variation in materials available for house construction 
means that implementation of a unified code will be difficult. 
However, a number of basic principles for construction have been 
identified which may lead to safer construction. These include 
limiting room and opening size to improve the integrity of walls, 
controlling the quality of masonry used, and incorporating ring 
beams tied to the foundations at each storey height. 

(d) Motivation to Produce Typhoon-Resistant Design 

At present inspections of damage following the ~assage of typhoons 
have indicated that general lack of structural integrity of houses 
has been a maj~r contributing factor to the damage. The government 
has proposed th~ measures to reduce the level of damage in the 
future. 

(e) Building Materials Connonly Available 

Th~se vary regionally, but frequently bricks or blocks are used to 
construct masonry walls. Some concrete walls are cast ·in-situ. 
Roofing materials show the greatest variation from flat concrete 
slabs (which generally perform well) to wooden roofs, bamboo, straw 
and tiled roofs. 

(f) Specific Problems Faced 

The n-.ain problem faced appears to be the implementation of some 
type of unified typhoon-resistant housing programme for the 
typhoon-prone coastline. 

(g) Planned Research Activities 

As much of the low-cost housing in China is multi-storey, 
considerable effort is being directed to solving wall stability 
problems. One possible solution is the use of pre-stressing to 
prevent crack formation in masonry. Continued research is being 
directed in this area. 

2.1.3. Sri Lanka 

(a) Scale of Housing Problem 

Th~ urban poor presents a very large pr~blem for housing 
authorities in Sri Lanka. irovision of sanitacion, •afe water 
!.•Jpplies as well as shelter are of paramount importance. 
Approximately half of the population in the urban areas lives in 
~~um and squatter areas. In the five years (1977-1982) the 
gover.,ment enabled th<· construction .,f !~0,000 houu.s. Its current 
p•·ograT:t is for 1,oor. ooo houses. 
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(b) Scale and Type of Damage By Typhoons 

Only three significant typhoons have made landfall in Sri Lanka 
this century, in 1907, 1964 and 1978. However, each of these 
caused significant da .. ge to housing and other buildings or. the 
east coast of the island. 

(c) Current Plans for Mitigation of Damage To Housing 

At present construction guides for typhoon resistant buildings are 
used only on government building, with private individuals or 
companies unwilling to spend extra aoney on the typhoon-resistant 
details necessary to c0111ply vi.th the manual. 

(d) Motivation to Produce Typhoon-Resistant Design 

The low frequency of occurrence of typhoons in Sri Lanka does not 
provide the ~ublic with an annual reminder of the need to 
incorporate structural details in housing as it does in other 
countries such as the Philippines, Fiji or Australia. As few home 
owners have insurance, it would require public recognition of the 
value of typhoon resistant design before it is incorporated in 
housing in a widespread ir:anner. 

(e) Building Materials Commonly Available 

In the typhoon-affected areas the most coanon types of wall 
materials are wattle and daub, sun dried bricks and fired bricks 
although limited quantities of sand cement blocks are used. The 
most coaaon roofing is cadjan (matted bamboo leaves) though tiles 
and to a lesser extent corrugated steel sheets are used. Timber 
usage is small due to the risk of tenaite and insect attack. 

(f) Specific Problems Faced 

The major problem appears to be the provision of housing for the 
urban poor. The government it assisting in the provision of land 
and loans to be repaid over 20 years for this programme. However, 
it seems unlikely that given the current economic constraints on 
owner-builders, they will voluntarily incorporate typhoon-resistant 
details in their houses. 

(g) Planned Research Activities 

The search for inexpensive building materials in continuing. 
Wattle and daub construr.tion using jungle timbers has proved 
successful in the past and has demonstrated some r~sistance t> the 
effect of typhoon winds. However, as ju11gle timber becomes scarce, 
the technique will become les• connon and unreinforced mud brick 
construction will become more popuiar. Ways must be f.ound to make 
this type of cons~ruction typhoon-re=istant. 

2.1.4. Fiji 

' (a) Sc~le of Housi~& Problem 

' 
!"~precedented ~rop~cal cyclone activi~y Jn 198S in Fij~ has caused 

• 

• 
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a rapid reappraisal of the structural safety of housing in Fiji. 

(b) Scale And Type Of Damage By Typhoons 

On average Fiji can expect 1.1 typhoons per year, however, recent 
years have shown many times that number. (There vere five tropical 
cyclones in the Fiji group in 1985.) The recent cyclones have 
caused significant vind damage to western style housing and the 
traditional boor~es alike. 

(c) Current Plans For The Mitigation Of Damage To Housing 

The Fiji Building Standards Coaaittee has been formed to frame a 
national building code. This will provide design and construction 
information that will enable the use of local and imported 
materials in housing and other buildings in such a vay that they 
can resist tropical cyclone winds with ainimal damage. A 
publication - "Our Var Against Cyclones" - has already been 
published and contains design criteria that vill help to make 
houses cyclone resistant. 

In order to ensure that the quality of workmanship is satisfactory, 
at present an engineer must provide a design certificate and a 
letter of completion for each house which indicates that it has 
been competently designed for appropriate winds and constructed in 
accordance with the design. 

{d) Motivation To Produce Typhoon-Resistant Design 

In Fiji the main motivation for the production of a national 
building code has coaae from the insurance industry. At present all 
houses for which a loan has bee~ taken must be insured, and the 
insurance pay out in 1985 was substantial. Thus insurance 
companies have a vested interest in the improvement of the 
structural performance of housing in typhoon winds. 

{e) Building Materials Commonly Available 

Concrete blocks are currently manufactured in Fiji with the block 
manufacturers belonging to an association that ensures standards of 
quality are met. Also timber, both imported and locally available 
is used as wall framing with plywoo~ cladding. Some thatch is 
still used as a wall cladding material. Roofing materials most 
commonly used include rolled galvanised ste~l sheeting (minimum 
thickness 0.42111111) and thatch. 

(f) Specific Problems Faced 

The development of an appropriate national building code is the 
most immediate problem at present. Development of engineering 
properties for locally available building materials will reduce the 
(urrent dependence on imported building materials. 

(g) Planned Re~earch ~ctivities 

AlLhough n~ building ~ystem research facilities currently exist in 
F~ji, it is plar.ned to mak2 use of Australian and New Zealand 
expertise to assist with the production of the building code. 
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2.1.s. Tonga 

(a) Scale O~ Housing Problem 

Tonga has recently completed a large scale reconstruction prograaae 
following widespread damage to housing caused by tropical cyclone 
Isaac in 1982. The progra11me took two years to implement and has 
produced over 1200 replacement houses that have been designed and 
constructed to resist winds trom tropical cyclones. Housing 
prograanes are often hampered by a lack of capital and skilled 
labour. Generally, there is no shortage of t:.nskilled labour. 

(b) Scale And Type Of Damage By Typhoons 

In the most recent tropical cyclone, both western and traditional 
(fale) types of housing were extensively damaged. Soaae storm surge 
damage occurred in low lying areas. As the kingdom of Tonga 
consists of a large number of small islands, many houses have very 
exposed conditions. In general, because of the coral origins of 
the islands there are few high locations and many houses are at 
risk from storm surge. 

(c) Curr~nt Plans For Mitigation Of Damage To Housing 

The current redevelopment progranne has utilised a single 
engineered design of a two room, timber framed, plywood clad ho~se 
which will provide basic shelter for a family in the event of 
another typhoon. The house can be used as the basis for an 
enlarged dwelling by exter.ding it to include an enclosed kitchen or 
extra rooms. The standard house was tested using simulated 
tropical cyclone loadings at a full scale house testing facility 
located at Townsville, Australia. During the course of testing, 
one type of connection was found to be deficient. The hous~ was 
subsequently modified, retested and found to be able to resist the 
design cyclone with minimal damage, which was mainly confined to 
the internal partition. 

(d) Motivati_on To Produce Typhoon-Resistant Designs 

The impetus for the current programme was provided by the large 
scale damage to buildings by tropical cyclone Isaac and the 
programme was enabled by contributions from a number of sources 
including the British Building Research Establishment, the New 
Zealand Government and the Australian Development and Assistance 
Bureau. 

(e) Building Materials Commonly Available 

The traditional fale construction utilized coconut palm leaves, 
local timbers and cane and bamboo. Western style buildings utilize 
almost exclusively imported building materials. Framing timber, 
plywood and fibre cement cladding, galvanised steel strap and 
roofing materials as well as nails and bolts must all be imported. 
Ce1nent must also be imported. 

Western styles of housing have been wid•ly accepted due to the 
large number of Tongans that have migrated temporarily to Aust ra 1 ia 

• 

• 
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or N•~ Zealand and returned. These people h3ve become fami•iar 
with a Western lifestyle. Als~. e~ucati~n using Western books and 
programmes has had sociological effects on professinnals and the 
population in general which has led to the ~cceptance of Western 
housing. 

(f) Specific Problems Faced 

The high cost of imported building materials (currently 70"L of the 
total house cost) could be reduced if suitable locally available 
alternatives could be found. Coconut timber is suitable if 
protected. but even so there can be problems with those parts 
buried in the ground or continually exposed to the elements. 

There is a general problem with lack of experience and training in 
the use of imported materials. 

(g) Planned Research Activities 

Lack of research facilities in Tonga will hin~et progress and more 
worlt ~aeeds to be performed on the determinatiun of engineering 
properties of locally available products. 

2.1.6. Indonesia 

(a) Scale Of Housing ProbleQ 

Indonesia needs approximately 700,000 new houses each year to cope 
with its increasing population and to r~house those currently in 
sub-standard accommodation. The wide variety in archit&~ture 
throughout the nation introduces complexities to this task. 

(b) Scale And Type Of Damage By 'Typhoons 

Typhoons do not regularly occur in any part of Indonesia. Never 
the less wind squalls associated with thunderstorms have cuased 
damage to housing in the past. 

(c) Current Plans For Mitigation Of Damage To Housing 

(d) 

(e) 

Poor connection details have been identified in many of the houses 
recently damaged by wind. Also where no preservation is used on 
structural timbers, insect ac:ivity can lead to loss of material 
and hence strength. These problems must be addressed if wind 
damage to housing is to be lessened. 

.iotivation To Produce Typho~n-Resistant Design 

This item i~ not applicable to Ind?nesia. 

f.uilding Materials COllllllOnly Available 

Extensive use is made of blocks in Indonesia. The constituents of 
the blocks varies throu1hout the nation, but lime, cement or 
pozzolana is used as a binder with sand or gravel as a filler. 
Frequently these blocks are much che1per than clay bricks. Pulp 
cement board is also used as a wall ~aterial. Roofing is 
frequently made from ceramic tiles, cement tiles, corrugated 
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asbestos cement s~eeting or corrugated steel sheets. 

{f) Specific Probleas Faced 

The main problem facing the development of housing systems in 
Indonesia is th•t of finding suitabl~ low-cost building materials 
that are also durable. 

(g) Planned Research Activities 

The main research effort will be directed to finding low-cost 
durable building materials. This includes investigation into 
lightweight aggrf&•tes, pulp cement boards, design for earthquakes 
and investigation of soil-cement blocks. 

2.2. Papers Presented By 1he Pbilippiae Consultant Altd oebar E!perts 
fro. the PbiliepiDl!s. 

As these papers are all availab~e in published form, the comments in 
this subsection are by no means exhaustive but serve to put each paper 
into the general context of the seminar workshop. Some specific 
references drawn on by the international consultant during subsequent 
sessions are also highlighted. 

2.2.1. Climatology 

The fact that the Philippines is the mo~t typhoon-prone na :ion in the · 
world remains undisputed. Indeed, the Philippines seems a most 
appropriate location for a workshop such as this. Bavagan (1986) and R. 
Kintanar (1986) both referred to the annual frequency of typhoons in the 
Philippines meter.rological region. 

However, R. Kin~anar made the point that typhoons in themselves are not 
disasters, rather it is the way our structures are damaged by them that 
makes a disaster out of a typhoon. Other problems can be caused by t~e 
immense volume of rain dumped by a typhoon, even though this rainfall is 
required by many areas to support agriculture. 

Huch climatalogical d~ta is ?vailable in the Philippines, as it is for 
many other countries, however it is frequer.tly not in a form that can be 
readily used by engineers and architects to formulat~ design guidelines 
for implementation by builders. 

2.2.2 Housing In The Philippines 

A number of speakers mentioned pro~lems faced by housing authorities in 
the Philippines. These will be treated under the same headings used for 
the papers presented by network country representatives. The comments 
were drawn from the following papers: Bawagan (1986), Q Kintanar (198b), 
Tabujara (1986), Siopongco (1986). 

ta) Scale Of Housing Pr~blem 

As of June 1984 the housing backlog in the ~hilippines was 
~stimatcd at 1.2 million units. Projections over the next five 
years show that an additional 600,000 housing units will be 
requi~ed in urban areas and 1,200,00 will be required in rural 

• 

• 
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areas. Also slum redevelop.en~ prograames are in proge5s in the 
major citi~s. 

(b) 5cale And Type Of Damage By Typhoons 

On average, 9 tropical cyclones per year cross the Philippines 
coastline of which 4 cause significant damage to housing and 
buildings. The accompanying rain from these events flo~ding of 
river basins can occur. The combined effects of flooding and 
structural damage cause huntreds of deaths each year and render 
thousands of people homeless. 

(c) Current Plans For Mitigation Of Damage To Housing 

Sluaa redevelopment programmes are aimed at replacing high risk 
shanty structures vith lov-risk housing complete vith adec:,ate 
sanitatio" and services. Also a self help book in Tagalog has been 
produced .aicb shows construction details for small timb~r framed 
houses - ''3ariling Sikap Sa Pagtatayo ng Bahay". 

(d) Motivation To Produce Typhoon-Resistant Design 

Various government agencies concerned vith housing have, as part of 
their main objectives, the provision of safe lov-cost housing for 
all income groups in the Philippines. It is sound economic 
management to ensure that government housing has minimal 
maintenance. 

(e) Building Materials COlllDOnly Available 

The most coamon wall material used in government sponsored housing 
:s hollow concrete blockwork with reinforcement and filled cores. 
For other housing, timber or bamboo fraaiework provides a basis for 
plywood or bamboo matting cladding. Roofing in urban areas is 
almost universally corrugated galvanised steel sheeting. In rural 
areas nipa or cogun grass is the main type of roofing used. 

{f) Specific Problems Faced 

The provision of safe but low-cost housing for very low income 
earning families is the largest single problem faced by the nation. 
Education in the use of modern materials such as corrugated 
galvanised steel sheets is required. The evaluation of engineering 
?ro9erties ~f traditional materials such as bamboo, nipa and cogun 
is requred to develop recommendations for the use of these 
materials in typhoon-resistant housing. 

(~) Planned Research Activities 

Continuing research is planned into the use of alternative building 
materials, particularly those that utilize agricultural waste 
products or those such as coco wood that are currently availabie. 
Suitable low-co~t housing for rural and urbar. areas needs to be 
ceveloped using the structural properties ot re3dily available 
local materials such as b3mboo, nipa and cogun grass. Typhoon , 
r~sistant trees are being sought to for use as reliable shelter 
around otherwise exposed houses. 



2.Z.3. Basic Principles of Vind Engineering 

A number ,f speakers indicated the steps to be followed in the 
engineering design cf any structur~ subjected to wind loads. The 
processes were outlined by Tabujara (1986) and R. Kintanar (1986) and 
quantified by Hanahan (1986a, 1986b, 1986c). 

The basic steps are as follows: 

Selection of design wind return period 
Selection of dP :gn wind speed 
(This is a function of climatalogical data, the height of the 
structure, the terrain in which the structure i~ located, and the 
topography in the vicinity of the structure). 
Conversion of design wind speed to pressure. 
Use of geometry of the structure to determine pressures on external 
and interal panels of the building. 

Once these steps had been followed it was possible to undertake detailed 
structural analyses of housing to determine memuer and connection loads. 

De Castro (1986) also outlined gust response factor methods and wind 
tunnel testing that could be used to determine wind loads on larger and 
more expensive structures. 

2.2.4. Materials Used In The Building Industry In The Philippines 

A wide variety of materials are used in domestic construction in the 
Philippines and many of these materials were outlined by the speakers. 

Siopongco (1986a) gave a comprehensive coverage of the use of timber in 
housing. This included not only the use of timber structural members 
but also timber panelling, doors and floors. Some typical methods of 
providing connection between timber members were also illustrated. 
There are many species of timber native to the Philippines and 
engineering properties are not yet available for all of these. 

Siopongco (1986b) reported on the state of the art with respect to 
bamboo construction. Engineering properties of bamboo are available for 
some of the more commonly used species. Connection details that have 
b~en traditionally used in bamboo construction need to be evaluated for 
~trength to enable engineered designs of bamboo housing co be produced. 
Familiarity with hamboo construction techniques and the widespread 
occurrence and rapid growth of bamboo made its use for housing an 
attractive proposition if questions of strength and durability of the 
material can be resolved. 

Lazaro (1986) discussed the use of masonry in housing. The most 
commonly used masonry construction method used in the Philippines is 
hollow concrete block construction. Lazaro's paper contained a number 
of sketches of details v~ich showed effective methods of reinforcing 
~asonry in such a way that it can resist typhoon and earthquake 
loadings. 

• 

• 
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2.3. Papers Presented By The lnternatiom,1 Consultanc 

Four written papers were prepared in advance of the seminar workshop 
without any knowledge of the other papers to be presented. The full 
text of these papers is included in Appendix A. Their titles are -

"Design Philosophies for Tropical Cyclones" 
"Design Criteria ft'r Tropical Cyclones" 
"Structural Design of Housing for Tropical Cyclones" 
"The Stn:-:tural Response of a Tongan Hurricane House to 

Simulated Cyclone Loading" 

2.J.l. Presentation Of Tbe Papers 

The presented papers differed from the written papers for two aain 
reasons. A number of salient points p~esented in the papers were also 
covered by other speakers and the time available for the presentation 
did not permit a complete presentation of all the written material. 
Further, in order to comply with the availability of visual aids the 
presentation was divided into two parts, one relying on 35ima slides and 
the other on an overhead projector for visual effect. 

(i) Slide Presentation 

This made use of photographs of damaged houses, suitable 
cyclone-resistant connections and details, an~ highlighted line 
drawings tJ illustrate the res~lt of the use of poor details, 
appropriate details to use to prevent damage and the importance 
of each and every structural elem<.nt in housing. 

The first slides introduced the phenomenon of tropical cyclones 
and the locations in Asia and the Pacific in which typhoons can 
form and cause problems. The meteorological properties of 
typhoons were contrasted with those of tornados. The large size 
and slow movement of a typhoon system means that buildings can be 
subjected to very strong winds for up to eight hours, during 
which time the wind may undergo significant changes in direction. 

The concapt of regional design speeds was introduced and related 
to the Saffir-Simps~n Scale. In this way meteorologists could be 
asked to determine typhoon inte~sity for a given location and 
return period. The Saffir-Simpson scale could then be used to 
relate the central pressure to a design wind speed. 

The effects of topography were demonstrated and the importance of 
designing a structure for a wind speed appropriate to its 
position in the topography was stressed. Likewise the protection 
offered by trees was called into question and the categories of 
exposure were illustrated with slides of damaged houses after the 
passage of a typhoon. 

The wind speeds were related to load effects by further ' 
e~amination of damaged houses and illustrated on cardboard models 
of house~. Both the slides and the models wer~ used to ' 
illustrate the high uplif~ on roofs near gable ends regatdless of 
the roof slope. The aerodynamics of the whole hous• were then 
illustrated co explain t~e origin of all panel pressures'on the 
~xternal surface. Particular attention was paid to fluctuations 
:n lo~d on all suc:ion surfaces. 
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The issce of debris in urban or semi-urban environments was then 
addressed. Only two design alternatives exist - the use of 
strong, tested storm shutters to protect openings; or the use of 
full internal pressure in the design of all elements in the 
house. 

It was noted that once the loads had been determined on the whole 
building, the structural action of housing in transmitting these 
loads through structural elements within the building to groundis 
very complex. The structural integrity of a whole house is 
frequently only as good as that of its weakest element. Slides 
were then used to illustrate the effects of all elements in the 
house. 

Roofing fasteners are required to resist highly fluctuating 
uplift loads. Fatigue failures have been observed in roof 
sheeting at fasteners where an insufficient number of 
fasteners has been used. 

Batten fasteners must carry high uplift loads to the rafters. 
There is little point in securing the sheeting adequately to 
the battens if the battens themselves are not adequately tied 
down. 

Rafters or the roof structure must be adequately connected to 
the top of walls. Th~ roof structure not only performs an 
important role in providing shelter, but is also required to 
provide stability to the top of walls. This dual role was 
illustrated using both slides and a cardboard model. 

The walls themselves must also be tied adequately to the 
foundations. 

Stability of the structure as a ~~ole must be ensured by 
designing foundations with suff·. ~.o!nt weight to resist the 
combined effects of uplift and overturning. 

The lateral lo~d chain of strength was treated in a similar 
manner to the uplift load chain of strength. Strength of 
claddings and studs in bending needs to be considered. This 
is particularly true for glass panels in windows. 

The loads transferred by the studs to roof level must be 
carried by bracing in the plane of the roof. In many cases 
che roof sheeting i:self can mobilise the bracing resistance 
buc, in other cases either ceiling diaphragms or special 
bracing must be used to carry lateral loads to bracing walls. 

Bracing walls muse be fastened to the roof structure with a 
stiff connection to effectively tranjmit loads from roof level 
back into thr wall structure. 

Bracing walls must have sufficient strength to carry loads to 
ground without failure. 

' 

Where e'levated housing is' employed, additional bracing between 
floor level and ground level must be incorporated in the 
structure. 
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(i) Presentation Using Overhead Projector Transparancies 

Copies of the rverhead transparancies used in the presentation 
are included in Appendix 8. 

This session presented a number of practical ~teps that must be 
implemented in the preparation of typhoon resistant design. The 
basic starting point is the determination of design criteria. In 
presenting their country papers many participants indicated that 
their design criteria bad been borrowed from other countries, 
either the U.S., Australia, New-Zealand or the U.K. This should 
be regarded as a temporary measure only as climatic conditions in 
the member countries in 11any cases differ quite markedly from 
those in the U.S., U.K., New Zealand or Australia. 

In choosing an appropriate design return period, the statistical 
nature of typhoon occurrence must be recognised. By designing 
typoon-resistant housing, we are increasing the time interval 
between expected major repairs after the passage of typhoons. 
Unforseen circumstances, and the finite probability of the 
occurrence of a typhoon more intense than the design event, mean 
that it is possible that damage can still occur to a house that 
incorporates typhoon-resistant design. The level of damage that 
can be tolerated for the type of structure and location must be 
determined. This will be a function of comaunity expectation, 
the type of structure, and the economy of the district. The 
frequency that this damage may be accepted taust also be 
determined. For example if the structure incorporates a roofing 
material with an average life of ten years and the level of 
damage tolerated is slight damage to roofing onl~·. then it seems 
unreasonable to d~sign the building for a fifty year return 
period event. Possibly twenty years is more appropriate. 

Until these decisions have been made, it is impossible to 
determine a design wind speed. Once the return period of the 
design typhoon has been determined, local meteorologists can 
estimate the intensity of the design typhoon. This will often be 
mo~t easily presented as a central barometric pressure. The 
Saff ir Simpson Scale can be used to determine an appropriate 
design wind velocity for the region. 

This design wind velocity can then be used as a basis for the 
typhoon-resistant design of structures by conventional methods. 

The impor:ancc of involving government, insurance industry 
personnel and community representatives in the making of design 
criteria decisions was stressed. Prior to investing valuable 
time in the design process, all interested partie~ must agre~ on 
the design criteria t~ be adopted. 

The design process is one that can vary for different types of 
structures and three different approaches were briefly outlined. 

(A) The first related to large engineered buildings in which the 
value of the building warrants a very detailed wind load 
study. An appropriate wind speed may be determined for each 
building based on the type and role of the building and on 
the results of mathematical models or wind tunnel tests on 
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the topography in the vicinity of the building. The 
-erodynamics of the building may also be determined by wind 
tunnel tests. Th£se tests can be used to determine wind 
loads on the structure, with detailed structural analysis 
being use~ to determine the loads on individual elements. 
The individual elements can :hen be designed for optimal 
performance at minimum cost. This type of process mini•ises 
material cost but at a significant investment of engineering 
effort. It is quite appropriate vh~re material costs are 
high such as large comaercial buildings, but quite 
inappropriate where material costs are low, such as houses. 

(B) This method is most appropriate for small buildings which 
are to be mass produced. In this case a regional wind 
velocity would be used with wind code information to produce 
a wind speed at building height for an appropriate 
topographic description and exposure. The vind loads vould 
be determined in accordance with a wind code and a crude 
analysis performed to determine the loads on elements, each 
one of which would be structurally designed. 

This technique was used to design thP. Tongan hurricane house 
which was mass produced 1200 times. The tecrnique calls for 
significantly less engineering input than that required by 
(A), however, it still enables material costs to be kept low 
without necessarily being optimal. It is quite compatible 
with the level of supervision expected on government housing 
sites. 

(C) This method requires that all engineering input be directed 
in advance to the preparation of a manual which contains 
safe, tested design details for buildings of a stated size, 
in an appropriate category of exposure in a given region. 
The details would have been designed for the worst possible 
case within the scope of the manual. A prospective builder 
then decides which manual to use based on house size, 
exposure and region, then incorporates the structural 
details therein in the structure of the house. The 
application of the method to any one house requires no 
engi"eering input, but if corectly applied, the manual may 
produce some conservatism in the details which is quite 
compatible with low levels of supervision expected on many 
housing sites. This method is certainly the most flexible 
to apply, but it does require significant engineering and 
architectural input in the preparation of manuals. 

The remainder of the session related to the practical 
implementation of typhoon-resistant housing designs. The 
steps for production of a typhoon-resistant design procedure 
included -

I 0:: 

I '(: 

I •.', 

choice of a design ultimate win~ speed 
choir.e of a design process as indic3tcd above 
choice of approp~iate details 
~esting of details 
production of manuals 
training of supervisors 
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continuing evaluation of desi~,s and design method 

~ indicates steps to be followed if design process (C) is 
chosen for the implement3tion of typhoon resistant design. 

In the presentation, the impo~tance of testing all of the 
details published in manuals vas stressed. Also, 
considerable emphasis was plac~d on the continuing 
evaluation phase of the implementation. Further experience 
must be scientifically evaluated and lessons learned 
incorporated in the manuals or code. 

Finally, in this presentation the cost of typhoon-resistant 
design was qualitatively examined. In Australia, the extra 
typhoon-resistant features add 5~ to 10"1. to the cost of the 
building. In network member countries the cost may in some 
instances be higher due to the lover material and labour 
cost in the basic house and the higher cost of the generally 
impor:ed, typhoon-resistant details. However, the point was 
made that typhoon-resistant construction represents an 
investment that should be of.fset against reconstruction 
costs following the passage of future typhoons. 

3. INPtrrS TO VOBSBOP 

For the conduct of the workshop, the participants were divided into 
three groups. Each group contained participants from two overseas 
network countries, some delegates from the Philippines and some 
architecture students. 

There were four progra11111ed sessions which were progra111111ed as indicated 
in Section 3.1. 

3.1 Workshop Progr.-.e 

Session 1. 

8.30am -
9.00am -

9.00am 
9.15am 

9.15am - 10.15am 

I0.15am - 10.)0am 

10.45am - ll.45am 
11.45am - 12.00noon 

St>ssion 2. 

l.)Opm - J.45pm 

I .~5pm - 3.00pm 

Briefing 
Address by International Consultant on design 
criteria. 
Croup discussions on criteria to be used for -

( i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 

large commercial/public buildings 
small shops/houses from modern materials 
small shops/houses from traditional 
materials. 

Address by International Consultant on 
implementation methods. 
Croup di~cussion on implementation methods. 
Report back, complete questionnaire for sessions 2 
and 3. 

Address by Int,rnational Consultant on 
typhoon-resist~nt details using modern materials. 
Preparation 01, Jetails for timber c.onstruction. 



J.OOpm -
) .15pm -
.:..JOpm -

Session ). 

9.00am -

9.15am -

10.JOam -
10.45am -
11.45am -

Session 4. 

1.30pm -

1.45pm -

2.15pm -
3.)0pm -
3.45pm -
4.00pm -

J.15pm 
4.)0pia 
5.00pm 

'J.15am 

10.lOam 

10.45am 
11.45am 
12.<>0aoon 

1.45pm 

2.15pm 

).30pm 
).45pm 
4.00pm 
4.JOpm 
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Break 
Prepa~ation of details for masonry construction 
Report back on group progress 

Address by International Constultant on 
typhoon-resistant details using traditional 
materials. 
Pr'eparation of details using coco wood, bamboo, 
c:ogun. 
Break 
Preparation of details using soil blocks etc. 
Report back on group progress. 

Address by International Consultant on panel 
systems (requested by some delegates). 
Address by International Consultant on practical 
ways to implement typhoon-resistant design 
manuals. 
Croup discussion on preparation of manuals 
Break 
Report back on group progress. 
Swmaaries by International Consultant and National 
Consultant. 

Throughout the workshop discussion sessions, the National Consultant, 
Professor Ceromino Hanahan, the International Consultant, Mr Geoffrey 
Boughton and Dr Joachim Siopongco of Forest Research and Development 
Institute Products, were available as resource persons. 

3.2. Session l - Design Critera and lllplementation of Typhoon Resistant 
Design 

The principle aim of this session was to assist delegates in 
understanding that typhoon-resistant design must be approached 
systematically, and was in fact, a decision making process. The 
technical decisions about detail geometry and materials that designers 
are used to making are the last decisions to be made. 

Typhoon-resistant design is not an end in itself but. is one way of 
ensuring that money is effectively spent to improve che standard of 
living and accommodation for the populations ot :he countries 
represented. To illustrate this. a parallel was drawn between the 
decision ~rocesses involved in writing a cake r~cip~ and the producti~n 
of typhoon-resistant designs for housing. 

The process of determination of design criteria was then addressP.d by 
each country representative. They had to decide on the -

basic housing problem facing their country 
basic aim ' 
spec i fie housing problems' 
appropriate' architecture I 

level of da~ag~ tolerate' 
frequency or d~mage deemed acceptable 
realistic cbst'of houstnr 
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For the second part of this workshop session, the aim was to concentrate 
on il8')lementation of typhoon-resistant designs for different types of 
buildings. By including large coaaercial buildings as well as small 
houses, it was hoped that the design processes of each type of structure 
would be contrasted. 

The main output from this session was a list of manuals needed for each 
country with some sort of assignment of priorities. Certainly the 
number one priority should have been highlighted. 

At the conclusion Qf workshop Session 1, a questionnaire was distributed 
to all country representatives. This questionnaire drew on the 
activities of the ~irst :ession and provided information that would 
enable subsequent design sessions to be directed at specific structures 
for each country. 

In the questionnaire, each representative was asked to furnish the 
following information for a typical low-cost house of modern materials 
and one constructed from traditional materials: 

return period for design typhoon 
exposure condition most commonly encountered in typhoon-prone areas. 
basic geometry of the house which included floor height above the 
ground, height of walls, length of house and width of house. 
materials for walls 
materials for roof 
batten spacing 
rafter spacing 

J.J. Session 2 - Typhoon-resistant Details Using Modern Materials 

Prior to this session the results of the questionnaire were processed. 
The design typhoon return period was used to guess a design typhoon 
intensity and hence a wind spr~d. The Australian wind code AS 1170-11 
(1983) was then used to produce a structure height wind speed from the 
given exposure condition. This in turn was used to calculate loads on 
the panels of the house again using AS 1170-11 (1983). A very rough 
structural analysis produced element loads which could then be used in 
the following session to choose appropriate details for each of the 
structural elements. 

It is to he noted that this exercise was indicative only. Appropriate 
design criteria will have to be established by much more rignrous 
methods prior to the perform~nce of actual designs. Also materials 
availarle for each country will have to be tested to detarmine strength 
of connections. Every effort was made to ensure that the loads were 
close to those likely to be encountered in each participant's country 
for this exercise. however it must be repeated once true design criteri~ 
arE' known. 

The chains of strength for each house were detailed and for each 
connection in the ;hain, loads were matched against available str~ngth 
in commonly used details. For timber, these connections included nails 
in direct withdrawal and nails loaded in sing1c shear. 

for masonry construction, no attempt was made' to q•J,.ntify the strength 
of walls due to the wide variation in mortar ~nd block strengths used. 
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~ather emphasis was placed on the need to provid~ continuity of 
reinforcement to resist not only uplift but also latera loads. 

3.4 Session l - Typhoon-Resistant Details Using Traditional Materials 

No attempt was made to quantify the performance of these materials. but 
again attention was drawn to th~ need to provide a continuous chain of 
structural strength to carry both uplift and lateral loads from the 
extremities of the building to the ground. 

The loads on the indivudual connections in these houses were calculated 
for each country and the following points made. Because of the lower 
life span of these structures. generally lower return periods were 
chosen for the design typhoon. This indicated that in any one typhoon 
event, more damage would be tolerated in buildings constructed of 
t~3ditional materials than for those constructed of modern materials. 
Lower regional design wind speeds for houses built with traditional 
materials were produced than for buildings constructed from modern 
materials in the same area. 

However, whereas houses constructed from modern materials are generally 
located in suburban or urban settings and hence can be considered as 
sheltered, houses that are c~nstructed from traditional materials are 
frequently in rural settings and are often exposed on at least one face. 
The difference in exposure conditions in many cases meant that the 
actual structure height design wino speed was higher for the traditional 
housing than for that constructed from modern materials. 

The small~r size of the houses constructd from traditional a.aterials and 
closer member spacings meant that the element loads.in these houses were 
frequently less than the equivalent element loads in houses constructed 
from modern materials. 

There is a clear need for engineering data on the strength and stiffness 
of connec:ions in :rad1tional materials such as bamboo or bundled reeds 
to enable the proceJs of design to continue to the selection of details. 

The workshop session consisted of an exercise in ske··ching typical 
details that provide structural continuity within the house. It 
remained to test these details with materials appropriate for each 
country to determine their structural suitability. · 

Where details are found to be unsuitable it may be ?ossible to improve 
their performance by using a ~ore secure fastening or by reducing 
ele~ent loads Dy reducing spacing between similar structural elements. 

Likewise, for detailing of walls from earth bricks, mud, wattle ~nd 
daub. no attempt was made :o provide quantitative designs due LO the 
pauc:cy of strength data on those materials. The workshop session was 
again qualitative, and ?rodur.ed sketches showing struccural continuity 
between walls. between the walls and the roof structure. 

3.S. Sessioo 4 - Panel Systems and Manual Production 

Thr ~ddr~ss on panel construction systems made delegates aware of 
h0using construction syscems currently very popular in Japan and to a 
l~sser extent Australia and tne United States. Their main advantage is 
thP1r !>pet•d of erection. Their structural strength is drawn from the 
f~cc that r~ch panel is a structural element which can be securely 
f.1:<;tC'nt'd '~o JI I cldjo1ning paneh. 
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As light gauge steel is frequently used in framing elements for these 
systems. attention was drawn to the possibility of fatigue failures 
where stress concentrations occur near bottled connections. It is 
possible to design these panels and frames so that fatigue failures do 
not occur under cyclonic conditions. Also. as every panel forms part of 
the structural fabric of the house. if some are to be removed as part of 
architectural modification~ later. the house must be checked to ensure 
chat it still has structural integrity. 

For the address an manual preparation. a number of suggestions were 
made. These were stressed as being guiaance to make the manuals easier 
to use. Many of th~ suggestions related to the use of the manuals by 
illiterate or semiliterate people. They include the use of is0111etric 
sketches wherever possible rather than plans or elevations. minimal use 
of words, and inclusion of some form of easily identifiable object in 
each sketch to give scale. 

However it was stressed that only tested details were to be included in 
any manual. Manuals produce standardisation, and standardisation of 
good details is to be sought after, but standardisation cf inadequate 
details can lead to disasters of a huge scale. 

Attention was also give to the requirements of checking the practicality 
of the manuals prior to publication and widespread distribution, by 
allowing a few builders access and asking for constructive co111Dents. 
The need for ?Ublic education and publicity was also stressed, to ensure 
that at the time the manuals were released the public understood that 
long-term savings could be made by using the manuals properly. 

The group exercise for particip~nts in this session was lon~ range 
planning of manual preparation and timetabling of activities required, 
as well as drawing up rough guides for the table of contents for the 
manuals. 

3.6. Outputs From The Workshop Sessions 

All of the sketches ?roduced in the workshop session were collected by 
the regional secretariat for subsequent publication. Representatives ot 
network countries took home with them notes made by themselves that were 
relevent to their own country's problems and available materials. 

Hore general outputs and observations of the International Consultant 
are included in Section 4.2. 

4. EVALUATION OF THE SEMINAR-WORKSHOP 

The inputs to rhe Seminar-Workshop from all participantr. ;howed that 
~here is a great enthusiasm within the network to minimise tne cost of 
typhoon damamge to housing. This enthusiasm meant that all of the 
expressly stated objectives could be met and the implied objectives 
could be satisfied at least in part. 

4.1. Evaluation Of The Se•fnar Sessions 

Th~ country papers showed that the largest sin~lc housing problem facing 
~il countries is the provision ~f sufficient saf~. hygenic low-co£t 
hous1n~ for low income earners. 1 tt appears to be houses occupied by 
those below the poverty line that are at greatest risk of dama~e by 
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typhocns. Sangladesh has rather unique but very serious potential 
problems ~ith regard to storm surge which dictates a particular 
structural form for safe housing in that c~untry. Elsewhere the major 
problems caused by typhoons are the damamge to buildings. 

!t appears to date that mo3t implementation of typhoon-resistant housing 
design has been confined to government buildings. In Fiji where 
insurance companies have played a prominent role in pushing for national 
house construction standards. more pressure has been exerted on the 
private sector. In Australia too, the insurance companies follow with 
keen interest, progress in research into the resistance of housing to 
tropical cyclones. The interest of the insurance companies indicates 
the sound economc sense of the use of tJphoon-resistant design in the 
private sector •• 

If typhoon-resistant design of housing ls to become widespread 
throughout the community, the public sector must be made aware of the 
economic gain to be achieved through its use. This can only be 
accomplished if publicity campaigns are mounted and builders and home 
owners alike are educated in the ways of good house design. 

The country papers also indicated that there is a lack of understanding 
in the use of Western building materials which can lead to their use in 
an i~appropriate manner and subsequent failure in typhoons. Again 
systematic education is the answer to this problem. 

Problems with supply of building materials are not quite as easy to 
overcome. ~h~ large number of housing units required and the high cost 
of importP.d building materials means that low-cost locally available 
building materials must be used if existing shortfalls in housing are to 
be met. These materials are being sought using agricultural waste 
products such as bagasse, rice husks, coconut waste as well as locally 
available materials such as mud, bamboo, coco wood and nipa palm Lhatch. 
While the establishment of inexpensive manufacturing methods for these 
locally produced building materials represents a major step forward, the 
evaluation of resistance to decay, long-term reliability and engineering 
properties of not only the materials themselves but also the connections 
betveen those materials and other structural elements will take 
additional time. Many traditional materials c~rrently used in ~ouse 
construction do not have well documented engineering properties for the 
materials or their connections. Nearly all countries in the network 
have planned further activity in this area, though few have facilities 
to perform t~e necessary testing. 

The first stated objective, the identification of problem~ an~ issues, 
was met within the seminar sessions and this naturally led to che 
identification of areas in which further work was required. In this way, 
the third st~ted objective wa~ also met. 

The papers presented by both con~ultants and the other experts from the 
Philippines indicated that structural engineers can make a significant 
contribution to the design of housing ~hat will continue t~ provide safe 
shel~er during the passage of a typhoon. The baste principles of wind 
~ngincrr1ng as currently applied to engineered structures ~an be applied 
:o low-cos: housing, although there is often a tendency co use design 
~riceriJ and structural safety factors that are appropria~e to large 
commercial buildings, when designing housing that has a much lower 
exp~cted 'life. As a result, the establishment of appropr~ate design 
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criteria for housing is extremely important. These decsisions will 
require input from government officials. meterorolcgists. engineers. 
architects and financial planners. 

Only once appropriate design criteria for each type of housing has been 
established can thr: vock of the wind engineer ue attempted. 

4.2. Evaluation Of 'l'he Vorksbop Sessions 

The workshop sessions were very enthusiastically attended and generally 
discussion continued past the progra..ed completion time. In naost 
sessions the second part had to be curtailed because of time overruns on 
the first part. The sessions had been structured with the most 
important aspec_s covered in the first part and with reinforcement of 
basic principles covered in the second part, so that the effect of 
curtailment was not very significant. 

The first workshop session on design criteria and implementation 
techniques generally forced participants to address new issues for their 
countries. It vas recognised that this process in reality vill take 
many months of work and correspondence in their own work environment, 
and that the workshop exercise vas largely illustrative. However, the 
principle that return period for design events could be related to 
frequency of damage and the lifetime of building components was well 
understood. The different techniques for implementation of 
typhoon-resistant housing were also comprehended. Nearly all of the 
delegates favoured the production of manuals of typhoon-resistant 
features for small, low-cost housing. Kost also identified the modern 
materia~ small houses as having top priority followed by small houses 
constructed with traditional materials. This reflected the earlier 
comments with respect to general lack of understanding of modern 
materials. 

Engineering properties for modern materials can be obtained from the 
manufacture or easily ascertained in Labcratory tests to enable work to 
commence on preparation of manuals almost immediately. Huch testing and 
m~terial performance evaluation is required before manuals for 
traditional materials can be commenced, althc. ;h it is hoped that the 
technology manuals initiated in previous network seminar workshops may 
provide a suitable starting point. 

The second session, which covered design of typhoon-resistant details 
for modern materials introduced the participants to the process of 
matching applied loads determined from ~ind ~ata to strengths of 
individual fasteners as determined by testing Among other points drawn 
out in chis session were the following: 

where fasteners are used in parallel, the agg~egate strength of ch~ 

complete connection can be le~~ than the sum of strengths of che 
individual fasteners. A ~erat~ng factor of 0.9 ~as suggested. 

the importance of maintenan~e of structural connections was stressed. 
To that end all light gauge ~teel should be galvanised to prevent 
corrosion and resulting loas of stren~th. 
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some problems were experienced in the following areas. 

Where many nails are used in a connection, care must be taken not 
to cause splitting of the ~iaber. 

Where the roof structure vas fastened to the top of masonry walls, 
there were problems with joing the tvo dissimilar ~~terials in 
such a way as to give structural continuity without using costly 
details. 

the participants were urged to use ingenuity to overcome thse and 
other problems using materials and techniques ccmmonly avaiJ~ble in 
their ovn country, but to ensure that the details are apprn,riately 
tested. 

The third se~sion vbicb centred on the production of design detai~s that 
may be appropriate for resisting typhoon strength winds was also 
productive. Many of the issues raised here were similar to those raised 
in the previous session. 

particularly with reference to mud walls, maintenance is important. 
Cracks must be patched to ensure that walls behave as monolithic 
units. 

the connection between roof structure and mud, or mud brick walls 
proved difficult and engenuity was required to make use of 
available materials to provide continuity between the roof structure 
and walls. 

with bamboo construction, the position of nodes is extremely 
important. Cuts should be made close to nodes to prevent splitting 
of the culm. 

it is essential to use correctly treated traditional materials so 
that they have resistance to insect, fungus and r~dent attack. 

The final session saw the participants make a start on the layout and 
production of manuals and it was here that the largest variations in 
outputs were seen. Some outlined comic book style leaflets and others 
quite large, comprehensive manuals with index and cross referencing. 
Each may well be appropriate for particular countries. However, it 
should be borne in mind that the production cost of the manual may 
preclude the widespread distribution of large, expensive documents and 
hence lessen their effectiveness. 

Simple manuals were seen as having wide appeal and providing the best 
possible vehicle for education of all sections of the community. 

4.3. Overview Of The Seainar-Vorkshop 

Aside from the formal seminar and workshop sessions there was other 
valuaole interchange of information between the participants. The 
Philippine Consultant had available a number of resource materials and 
th~ International Consultant also took a number of publications to the 
seminar-workshop which were used as resource' materials and made freely 
available to participants for their inspection. Quite a n~mber of 
participants borr .... d publications for one o'r two nights to study them 
in more detail. ist of resource material's taken to Manila by the 
International Consultant has been included on Appendix C. 
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the seminar-workshop addressed a very complex issue and ~he enthusiasm 
of the response from the participants was very impressive. As a re3ult, 
the objectives of the seminar-workshop were effectively met. 

The seainar achieved the objectives that t~lated to identification of 
future research and training activities. 

The workshop sessions provided some ideas that can be further d<veloped 
by the participatit.~ countries to establish their own appropriate sets 
of typhoon-resistant design details for small housing. The workshop 
gave each p•ccicipant first hand experience in ~:!~erent aspects of 
typhoon-resistant design. However, it must be stressed that many 
person-years of work will be required to bring workable designs to 
fruition on a scale that can provide solutions to each country's basic 
housing problems. 

The workshop provided a pattern that must be applied by teams within 
each country and be accompanied by testing of locally available 
structural materials and details. To that end, the seminar-workshop was 
only the first step along the way providing typhoon-resistant design. 

As a first step then, the seminar-workshop was very successful due to 
the combined effects of 

enthusiasm ao.ong the participants 
efficiency of the organisation provided by the regional secretariat 
input from resource persons 
drafting support provided by the architects and architectural 
students present 

S. RECOMltEllDATICllS FOR PUTURE ACTIVITIES 

Typhoons cause much damage to property in most of the participant's 
countries, and with existing housing backlogs existing in each country, 
they cannot afford to spend money on reconstruction following the 
passage of typhoons. typhoon-resistant housing is not a luxury, it 
makes sound economic sense and must therefore be pursued. While the 
seminar-workshop was successful in addressing its objectives, follow up 
activities should be arranged to ensure chat the principles. learned and 
reinforced at this stage are successfully applied in each memb1r 
country. 

Some practical suggestions for follow up of the activities of the 
recently held seminar-wcrkshop are given below. 

S.l. Tasks For Member Countries 

Each member country must determine design criteria for all parts of 
their country. Where the nation is large or widely spread there may be 
readily identifiable zones in whi~h typhoons of different intensities 
can be expected. 

Once the zones have been established then design criteria can be 
determined housing constructed from either ~odern or traditional 
materials in each zone. This will enaole the task of typhoon resistant 
structural design to commence. 
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Concurrently, appropriate styles ot each type of housing can be 
selected, and architectural drawings prepared of typical houses that 
will both appeal to the intended ~nhabitants and be within their price 
range. These drawings will be the ~asis of preparation of structural 
details. 

Engineering properties of cOllllllOnly used local building materials should 
also be sought. These should no~ only include the properties of the 
materials themselves but also the connections coaaonly used for these 
materials. The desired information should be in terms of failure loads. 
The lower five percentile failure load, is generally taken as the 
characteristic failure load and is an appropriate one to use for 
typhoon-resistanct design. A load factor or safety factor should be 
chosen by a structural engineer to relate to the level of damage that 
will be tolerated in the design typhoon. 

This phase of the work will involve the performance of tests. Where 
fatigue may prove a problem tests involving repeated load/unload cycles 
must be applied in a manner similar to those experienced in typhoons. 
Where factilities do not exist for the performance advice can be sought 
from the following sources. 

Professsor G. Manahan 
Building Research Service 
National Engineering Centre 
University of the Philippines 
_NEC 102, Diliman 
Quezon City.3004, Philippines. 

Dr J Siopongco 

Forest Products Research and 
Development Institute 
College, Laguna 3720 
Philippines 

Geoff Boughton 
School of Civil Engineering 
Curtin University of Technology 
Kent Street 
Bentley 6102 
W.A., Australia. 

Greg Reardon 

Cyclone Testing Station 
P.O. James Cook University 
Qld 4811 Australia 

All of the tasks indicated above provide essential groundwork for the 
preparations of manuals for typhoon-resistant housing design. The 
actual preparation of the manuals will draw on other skills outlined in 
this first seminar-workshop. 

5.2. Follow Up Workshop 

3ecause not all network member countries h~ve appropriate testing 
facilities, there are going co be problems in determining the 
engineering properties of their building macer1als. Other problems will 
almost certainly be encountered when drawing up manuals. To solve these 
?roblems and to enable a further interchange of ideas and technology 
once more of the essential background work has been completed, it is 
suggested that a second workshop be held in approximately twelve months 
time. Such a workshop would provide valuable impetus co the 
determination of design criteria, architectural requirements of low-cost 
nousing and engineering properties of materials. 

The principal objective of this workshop would be the preparation of a 
first draft design and construction manual tor low-cost, 
typhoon-resistant housing appropriate to each member country. 

Secondary objective~ would be the pooling of engineering ~nformation 
relating to the performance of building materials commonly used in 
:vphoon-r~s:stant design of housing and the establ1snmenc of unlform 
.: .... 1.,n -:i 1 ·~:1ocs tor scrucc-..ral components of Hou!'>1n~ ···ll~h•:i th1· n!·•·.-1or .... 
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Prior to attending s~ch a workshop it would be expected that each 
country would have prepared appropriate design criteria for each type of 
housing in all its typhoon-prone zones, and architectural drawings 
showing typical acceptable and affordable low-cost housing using each of 
modern materials and traditional materials. It would also be expected 
that as much information as possible on the engineering properties of 
their building materials would be sent in advance of the workshop. 

Prior to the workshop, the consultants would have collated and checked 
the engineering data returned so that it could be used by all 
participants in the course of the workshop. A guidebook to the writing 
of manuals on typhoon-resistant design of housing would also have been 
prepared in advance. 

This workshop would provide an excellent opportunity for member 
countries to make rapid progress towards the implementation of low-cost, 
typhoon-resistant housing, and may significantly reduce the work loads 
of individuals charged with their preparation in the member countries. 

The workshop will involve structural engineering calculations so that at 
least one representative from eac~ country should be a structural 
engineer. As considerable emphasis will be placed on the production of 
a pictorial manual, architects or architectural students who will assist 
with the manual preparation should be grouped with representatives from 
the member countries. 

If deemed necessary, a brief symposium could be held at the conclusion 
of the workshop to present the results of the workshop to a wider 
audience for their information and ccmment. 

S.3. Related Network Activities 

One outcome of the recently completed seminar-workshop was the need to 
continually evalcate the performance of building systems by maintaining 
dialogue with builders and by assessing building performance following 
the passage of typhoons. 

A number of countries indicated that assessment of buildings was 
performed following damage from severe typhoons, but there seems little 
basis for comparison of the results of these surveys. The passage of a 
typhoon offers a unique opportunity for structural engineers to assess 
both those systems that appear to work and those that appear not to 
work. However, even though there is the potential to learn much about 
the performance of building systems, the extraction of the information 
from a tangled mess of houses, trees and possessions is a very 
specialised activity. Where it has been performed properly and 
adequately documented, people from many different nations can benefit 
from the experience and prevent similar dis~sters from happening in the 
future. 

The network presents a good opportunity for nations in this region to 
exchange such information and also provides a good opportunity co 
d~velop a training programme. As the network also incorporates nation~ 
where earthquakes cause damage to building systems there is ~ good ' 
reason to include assessment of earthquake damage in the same training 
~ctivity. 
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The implementation of damage assessment should be accomplished in two 
stages. 

(i) A compendium of damage assessment experts should be made. Upon 
occurrence of a natural disaster that causes damage to 
b~ildings, experts from other countries could work alongside 
local engineers and produce COlllpOsite reports. This would serve 
as on-the-spot training and would also assist in the production 
of uniform damage assessment reports that could be used by all 
regional netvcrk members. 

This ar.tivity could be very quickly implemented and used during 
the next typhoon season If nececessary. 

(ii) A formal training session could be introduced whereby 
representatives from each country are trained in the complex 
task of determining actual wind speeds from damage patterns, 
evaluating damage to determine the order of structural failure~. 
the reasons for the failures, and the loads at which they 
occurred. Other issues are also involved and these include 
evaluation of intact buildings and establishment of reasons for 
their survival, and the detailed analysis of structural action 
within whole houses and partially damaged houses. 

(iii) 

These types of analysis require a good understanding of the 
structural action of houses subjected to typhoon winds. While 
at first sight this appears trivial, in actual fact th• large 
number of structural elements within even simple houses can make 
their analysis 1110re complex than that of a tall building. 

This training session which could incorporate the action of 
houses under earthquake loads if required, could be held in 
Quezon Province or in the islands of Samar or Leyte during 
August or September, as the examination of some actual houses 
that have been damaged would greatly assist the value of the 
seminar. 

Some form of risk assessment within the network should be 
performed. At present, there are only qualitative notions of 
the risk faced by individual countries. A quantitative 
assessment of the risk to housing posed by natural disasters 
will enable economic decisions by housing authorities and 
private organisation~ in each member country to be ba~ed on 
extra rationally determined data. 

6. CONCLUSIOllS 

The Seminar-Workshop on typhoon-resistant housing designs and 
construction systems, Manila, DecP.mber, 1986 was successful in that ir 
satisfied all of its initial objectives. 

It has provided sufficient information to member countries to initiate 
their own programmes to implement typhoon-resistant design, and has also 
1llowed exchange of information relating to specific problems faced ~y 
each country. 
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In many countries massive housing programm~s are re~uired to 3ccommodate 
particularly the urban poor populations. In order to make e[fective use 
of lllOney spent on housing in typhoon-prone areas. some engineered 
typhoon-resistant features must be incorporated into newly constructed 
housing. 

Appropriate typhoon-resistant structural details can be incorporated at 
reasonable cost and therefore provide safety to the large economic 
investment represented by housing. 

Each participant has received instruction in the requirements of 
typhoon-resistant design and various methods of achieving those 
requirements. The workshop sessions have provided opportunity to 
practice the implementation of those methods. 

Some follow up activities will provide an opportunity for speeding up 
the lengthy process of implementation of typhoon-resistant design 
details in housing. 

These activities include: 

(i) Publication of a guide book for the preparation of 
typhoon-resistant details for housing. 

(ii) Organisation of a workshop in approximately twelve monthstime 
for the preparation of first drafts of appropriate 
typhoon-resistant details for housing. 

Other activities for the regional ne!:work have been suggested as a 
result of needs made obvious at the seminar-workshop. 

These activities include: 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Formation of teams for rapid assessment of damage to housing 
after the occurrence of a natural disaster 

Organisation of a training seminar to improve skills in 
assessment of damage to housing 

Implementation of a housing risk assessment programme. 
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APPEllDD A 

Papers presented by International Consultant to Seminar-Workshop on 
Typhoon-Resistant Housing Designs and Construction Systems, Manila, 
10-16 December, 1986. 

Contains: 

Design Philosophies for Tropical Cyclones, G.N. Boughton. 

Design Crit~ria for Tropical Cyclcnes, G.N. Boughton. 

Structural Design of Housing for Tropical Cyclones, G.N. Boughton. 

The Structural Response of a Tongan Hurricane house to Simulated Cyclone 
Loading, G.F. Reardon and G.N. Boughton. 
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN OP ROUSING POR DOPICAL era.ams 

Geoffrey S BOUCHTO.~ 

Senior Lecturer in Structural Engineerins 
Western Australian Institute of Technology 

The complex nature of the structural action of housing, togethdr vith the 

variation in housing types, building materials and construction technology 

available means that the structural design of houses to resist tropical 

cyclones must vary from place to place. This paper indicates the basic 

processes to be undertaken in performing the structural design of housing 

using either timber or masonry vall materials and a timber framed roof. 

1. IllDODUC'l'lml 

Once design loads for a house in a specific locaLion have been determined, 

it remains to create a structural fabric that will resist those loads. This 

is the process of design. While materials, style of construction, 

workmanship, and construction methods will vary from place to place, ·the 

basic principles of cyclone resistant design remain the same. 

The terminology for timber framing adopted within this paper is as shown in 

figure l. 

2. STRUCTUIAL ACTICll OP IDJSDC 

Having indicated that structural engineers can make a contribut1on to the 

design of housing to resist tropical cyclones, it must be made clear at the 

outset that the structural action of housing is quite different from that of 

buildings with ~hich structural engineers are traditionally associated. 
' :..arger .?rgineered bui ldt.ngs have a structural framework through which a 11 

wine loads are directed to ground. These frames may incorporate beams, 
' columns., moment connections and structural bracing systems. Cladding in 

sucn str'Uctures attracts wind load but sheds it i111nediately to the 

structu~al frame for dispersion to the ground. By contrast, housing also 

1ncorpo11aces a frame, often referred to as a light frame. lt serves as a 
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solid base to which the cladding is fastened. but in many cases. the 

cladding can carry higher in-plane loads than the frame. House frames are 

thought of as beam elements but rarely as column elements and connections 

are never regarded as moment carrying. Wind loads are transferred 

throughout the fabric of houses via the fasteners and connections passing 

between the light frame and the cladding a number of times before reaching 

the ground. This makes a rigorous analysis of even a two room h~use 

subjected to wind loads more complex than the analysis of a five storey 

office block. A finite element analysis of a house would require 

anistotropic plate/membrane elements for the roof and wall cladding, small 

bending elements for the fasteners, larger bending elements for the fra.e, 

and truss elements that can carry only tension for the many straps and rods 

included in the structur~ of housing in cyclone-prone are~~-

figure l Light timber framing 
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Fortuna~ely enough information on the structural action of housing is 

available to enable good estimates of the loads carried by various elements 

to be found without the use of computer analysis programs. The structural 

action of a house can be thought of as a number of load paths carrying 

horizontal and vertical loads to the ground. Each of these load paths 

contains many elements, - connections, cladding, frame members, fasteners,

and each must remain intact for the load path to remain effective. 

2.1 Load path for Uplift Loads 

(i) The action of wind on a house produces a net uplift on the roof 

sheeting comprising an external suction, and an internal pressure on 

the underside of the sheeting. This load is carried by bending of 

the ribs in the sheeting to the lines of fasteners that run along the 

battens. 

(ii) The fasteners, acting in tension, transfer the uplift forces from the 

roof sheeting to the battens. In the event of the sheeting/fastener 

system being unable to carry the required loads, the roof sheeting 

lifts off the battens as shown in figure 2. The load redistributions 

in the roof sheeting following such a failure generally cause 

ov2rloading of adjacent fasteners and hence loss of sheeting over a 

significant porportion of the roof. Figure 2 shows the lifting of 

the roof sheeting from the battens close to the leading edge of the 

roof. Highest uplift is experienced in this region, and as a result, 

the failure modes depicted in figure 2 are the most cOlllllOn. 

F1x •hllet:1ng properllJ to 
l'Urli.n•. 

Figure 2 - Roof sheeting disengagement due to failure 

of the sheeting/fastener system 
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(iii) The battens act in bending to carry loads from the sheeting fasteners 

to the rafters. Complications occur where battens are to ~e joined. 

Some practic3l joint details will be given in section 3.2. 

(iv) Batten fasteners, again acting in tension, transfer the uplift forces 

from the battens to the rafters. In the event of a batten fastener 

being unable to carry required load, the battens would lift off the 

rafters as shown in figure ). Again load redistributions following 

such a failure often cause over-loading of adjacent fasteners, and 

hence loss of battens with sheeting still attached over most of the 

roof. 

Figure 3 - Battens lifting from rafters due to the 

failure of batte~. fasteners 

{v) The roof structural system must be capable of spanning between the 

tie down points. In general these are at the external walls. Where 

the rafters are not tied together at the ridge with sufficient 

strength, there is a possibility of large seal~ roof structure 

failure as shown in figure 4(a). Where trussed roof systems are not 

used with gable ended roofs either the ridge must be tied down or a 

lateral restraint provided at the top of the walls to prevent 

combined roof and wall failure as shown in figure 4(b). 

Ca) 

(b) 

Vi~ur~ ~ - Roof structur~ failures 
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(vi) The roof structure must be adequately tied to the tops of the 

e1cernal walls. This transfers load from the roof trusses or 

rafters into the wall systems of the house. Where the rafters 

are not tied correctly to the walls, the complete roof 

structure may s~parate from the top of the walls as shown in 

figure 5(a) and )(b). ~his is a very serious failure, as the 

top of the wall relies on bracing in the plane of the roof to 

lend it lateral support. After l~ss of the roof, failure of 

the walls frequently follows as shown in figure 10. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5 - Tie down of roof system to walls 

(vii) The uplift load, now transferred to the top of the external wall, 

must be carried to the base of the wall. For timber framed walls, 

this is generally act.. .... :iplished by tension members built into the wall 

structure. In masonry construction, tie rods are generally installed 

well into the wall. If the depth at which these rods are fixed is 

inadequate separation of the wall can result as shown in figure 6. 

Wind 

-

Figure 6 - Uplift forces must be c~rried from the 

top to the base of the walls 
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(viii) Masonry houses built on concrete floors provide opportunity to carry 

the roof tie down through to the foundations, thereby resisting the 

uplift forces with the combined weight of concrete footings, masonry 

walls and a concrete floor. However, houses with timber floors must 

incorporate a method of carrying the uplift loads to the floor 

support piles and thence to footings of sufficient weight to resist 

the uplift forces. 

2.2 Load path for lateral loads 

(i) Lateral loads are applied by vind pressure to the windward and 

leeward walls. Those walls must be able to carry the lateral loads 

by bendin~ to other elements in the house. Timber framed walls have 

well defined structural action in which the sheeting generally spans 

horizontally between vertical studs. The studs carry loads to the 

floor and roof levels by bending. Masonry walls carry out of plane 

loads by bending in a manner not dissimilar to concrete floor slabs. 

Their behaviour is very significantly influenced by the edge 

conditions as shown in figure 7. 

Supported l side onl11 

.. 'Jrf"": :-r.i ., :::i:c:: 
rscror.qcsc) 

Supported 1 sides 
Not•: "' door or high 
opming in • ,,._i 
6upported on J sld•s 
wJJl Mn tM -
etlect •• thl• 

l.on'] p.tM J 1 

~er.iv•• JCS scr•nqch frOlfl 
bandi"'I i.e-n the top 
~J•c• •nd tlw floor. 

ltJqh ,,.,,.i: 
Deriv•• Jts str•nqch 
tro111 wndJnq i.c-n 
CM ClllO v•rUC'•l 
supports 

Figure 7 - The action of masonry walls 

under lateral wino loads 
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As the strongest configuration for masonry valls carrying lateral load is 

with lateral support around four edges. every effort must be made to ensure 

that the constructed configuration of the vall has beams around each side. 

Openings can significantly ~aken masonry valls under lateral load and 

should be surrounded by bond bea•s as shown in figure 8. 

PANEL WEAICENED BV OPENING 

Support provided by 
roof structure 

provide an extra pier or filled core 

Figure 8 - Openings in masonry walls 

(ii) The valls must be adequately supported. In the case of external 

walls, this implies support at roof level, and in the case of 

internal walls, by piers or return walls. Where exte~nal walls ar~ 
• not tied properly at the top, they can fall inwards under the action 

of external pressure •s shown in figure 9(a). Internal walls may 

also be subjected to c~~•lderable !oad vhere the combination of 

openings allows ir. They should be designed to resist those loads by 

p~ovision of supporting piers or return walls as shown in figure 9(b) 

to prevent toppling failure. 

(iii) The loads at top of wall level are generally transferred to the roof 

structure which can span between the end wall~ of the house as a 

large horizontal truss if it is properly braced. In some cases, the 

roof sheeting itself may have sufficient in-plane strength to be able 

to act as a diaphragm. Figure 10 shows the failure ~ode of the house 

where insufficient bracing in the plane of the roof has been 

provided. Where sufficient roof bracing is installed the stiff end 

walls carry the load downwards to the ground by shear wall action, 

and the roof structure carries the lateral loads at top of wall level 

to them. 
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Figure 9 - Lateral support for walls 

Shear 
wall 

PrOvide bracing at roe>~ level to 
transfer horizontal forces to shear 
wal.16. 

Figure 10 - Bracing in the plane of the roof 

spa~ning between shear walls. 

(iv) The shear walls in the house must have sufficient strength to carry 

the lateral loads from the roof level to the fioor. Where inadequate 

scrength is available, racking failures can occur as shown in figure 

Figure 11 - Provision of bracing walls 

co pr~vent racking failure 
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(v) The shear walls and bracing walls thus provided must be adequately 

fixed to the roof structure to effect che lateral force transfer 

indicated above. The detail of the connection can be quite 

complicated and is discussed in section 4. Where this detail is 

inadequate, racking failures of the structure may still occur in 

spite of the presence of adequate bracing walls as shown in figure 

Wind 
>-

12. 

Inadequate 
Connection 

Tie 
Forces transmitted 

by roof framing 

down bolt 
Forces transmitted 

by bond beam 

Figure 12 - Adequate connection of shear 

walls to the roof structure 

(vi) The shear walls must be adequately tied down. Under the action of 
• 

lateral load applied at the top of the wall, an overturning moment is 

established. This must be counteracted by tie down at each end of 

the wall as shown in figure 13. Tie down of snear walls is 

especially important in timber framed walls as their weight is not 

sufficient to generate resisting moments to counteract the 

overturning moment. 

Better 
Prov1de •nchorage to •he•r w•ll ,,.,,.i. 
•• •hotm above. 

Figure 13 - Anchorage of shear walls 

to prevent overturning 
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(vii) Where houses have elevated timber floors, it is possible for the 

house to be rigidly braced above floor level but suffer racking 

failures below flror level as shown in figure 14. Bracing must be 

provided to prevent racking failure below floor level. Likewise, 

sufficient weight must be provided in the footings to prevent 

over:urning of the complete structure. 

Figure 14 - Bracing of the sub-floor 

support system 

J. DESICll OF ROUSES POR UPLIFr 

Each of the elements mentioned in the load path from the roof sheeting to 

the ,round must be designed for uplift forces. The most appropriate system 

to be implemented in any given location is dependent on the materials 

readily available, and t~e skills established by the builder 

3.1 Roof Cladding 

Many different cladding systems are availabl£ ranging from tile syste•s that 

have large dead weight to very lightweight aluminium sheeting systems. 

Obvious:y the net uplift experienced by the tiles under the action of 

cyclonic loads will be lower than that on metal deck roofs because of the 

larger downuard gravity forces experienced by the heavier ties. However, in 

~11 cyclones of intensity 553 and greater, uplift forces on roofing are 

sufficient to exceed the weight force of both clay and concrete tiles • 

.\LL ROOFING MATERIALS MUST 8£ ADEQUATELY TIED DOWN. 

Th~ safe uplift load of each ~oofing and fastening system to be us,d in, 
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cyclone areas should be evaluated by testing. preferably using d test method 

that takes into account the repeated nature of wind loadings. In Australia 

most roofing system manufacturers have performed these tests and make the 

results freely available in their technical lit~rature. 

The technical literature should also specify recoanended fastening systems, 

as the performance of the roofing/fastener is a function-of fastener shank 

diameter. head diameter and washer material and size. as well as the roof 

sheeting properties. 

3.2 Batten Systems 

Timber battens generally must be jointed to provide sufficient length for 

use in housing. As the battens act in bending. the only feasible place to 

ef fecc the join is over a truss or rafter. This may be performed in two 

ways. 

(i) Side lapping is very effective. but leads to uneven lines of sheeting 

fasteners. This may b• regarded by some people as unaesthetic and 

also creates dif(iculties in installing roofing fasteners so that they 

penetrate the battens. 

(ii) Butting battens over rafters can cause problems wit~ end distances for 

the fasteners. It is recommended that the battens be joined with an 

oblique cut as shown in figure 15. This allows ma~imum end distances 

to fasteners while still allowing the batten to be joined over the top 

of a rafter. 

Figure 15 - Joining of battens with 

an oblique cut 
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Battens can be held down using many proprietry and generally available 

fasteners. The most c0111110nly used in Australia include power driven screws, 

straight and twisted shank nails, straps nailed in sh~ar, and proprietry 

plates. The screw connection is shown in figure 15, and provides a positive 

joint but r~quires power to drill and install. Nails can be used instead of 

screws in a similar configuration, but as the connection is in direct 

tension, withdrawal of the nails is comaonplace, particularly if plain 

bullet head nails are used. Twisted shank nails have better holding power, 

but are harder than plain shank nails to install and are therefore not 

favoured by builders. 

Nailing plates, framing anchors and twisted straps all provide resistance to 

uplift by placing nails in shear, and are therefore much less prone to nail 

withdrawl under load, when compared with nails acting in direct tension. 

However, each of these fastening systems utilize light gauge steel elements 

and should therefore be tested for fatigue resistance prior to specification 

for cyclone resistant construction. They are shown in a slightly different 

context in figure 16. 

3.3 Roof Structure 

The advent of nailing plates has made engineered roof trusses an economical 

pro~osition for houses in Australia. Whether trusses are marufactured in a 

factory or on.site, their analysis is reasonably simple, so adequate timber 

sizes and connections can be designed without great difficulty. 

3.4 Roof Structure tie down 

Again, this often is a problem of joining two pieces of mutually 

perpendicular timber. Similar fasteners to those used for batten fasteners 

can b~ used for this detail. The higher loads carried by these joints, and 

the use of larger member sizes preclude the use of nails and screws carrying 

load in direct tension. Figure 16 shows a number of alternative fasteners 

which include various combinations of framing anchors and looped straps. 

Also included is an overbatten method ~hich uses bolts. The three different 

methods presented in that figure relate to three different load ranges. 

Method 1 has the lowest capacity and method 3, the highest. 
I 
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Figure 16 - Fasteners for fixing rafters 

and trusses to top plates 

Elements must be incorporated into wall structures that can carry tension 

from the top of the wall to the bottom. For masonry walls these elements 

are most commonly a number of steel rods that are cast into hollows in the 

wall. and embeded in concrete to provide protection from corrosion. Timber 

f~amed walls may on occasions incorporate plywood cladding which can be used 

to carry the uplift forces throu'h the full height of the wall. Sufficient 

fasteners must be provided at top plate and bottom plate level to transfer 

the load into and out of the plywood panels. Steel rods can be placed 

adjacent to st~ds and tie the top and bottom plates together as shown in 

figure 17. 
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Figure 17 - Tie down rods in timber 

fra•d walls 



l.~ Tie down of floor substructure 
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•'here the timber floor of a house is supported some distance above the 

gr~und, the uplift forces must be carried from th~ floor joists to the 

stumps. This freque'ntly calls for a positive connection between joists and 

bearers and then bet,veen bearers and stumps as shown in figure ! 7. 

4. DESICll OF ROUS~ FOR LA'IDAL LOADS 

Again. each of the ~lements mentioned in the lateral load path from the 

walls to the ground 'must be designed for lateral wind forces. In general 
I 

these forces can be ,obtained by s1111111ing windward wall pressures and leeward 

wall suctions. 

4.1 External wall syst-

The design of timber framed walls for out-of plane forces can be 

accomplished using conventional engineering mechanics. The cladding 
I 

material spans horizontally between the studs and the studs span vertically 

between top and bot~Olll plates. The effects of noggings can be ignored. 
I 

However masonry valls present more problems. Because of the poor tensile 

properties of masonry, steel reinforcement is incorporated into the 

structure as shown 1n figure 18. Huch of the reinforcement shown serves tvo 

functions 

The vertical rods c~n be used to tie the roof structure to the foundations, 

and create strong b'ands in the vall that can carry significantly higher 
I 

moments tt;an the un,reinforced masonry. They therefore reduce the horizontal 

span of unr-einforr.e'd portions of the masonry walls. The vertical bars .tre 
' also pal.::ed alongsi,de all openings and again provide str-ong bands adjacent 

to a poten::ia! wealcness in the wall. 

Th~ horizontal rods around the top of the wall allow the connection of the 

roof Structure to a Stiff bond beam capable of Sp6nning between the vertical 
I 

~L~ down rods in t~ansmision of uplift loads from the roof to the floor. 

:h~¥ can also span'over openings such as doors or windows. The horizontal 
I 

hand beam around t~e top of the wall stiffens to the top of the wall and 

prevents many of t~e failure modes shown in figure 7. 
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~Tie-dovn bolts for 
~ ti8ber v.11 p:ate 

Footing 

Figure 18 - Reinforcement of blockwork 

4.2 Roof Bracing 

Bracing in the plane of the roof can be designed by taking the uniformly 

distributed load at top of wall level and carrying it to designated shear 

walls utilizing the bracing as the web members of a large horizontal truss. 

Evidence in recent research work (Boughton, 1984) suggests that the roof 

sheeting itself is capable of carrying :11 of the required loads without 

support from bracing. However, if the roof sheeting is relied on for 

stability, then it must be very securely fastened, as its loss would mean 

loss of che entire building. 
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4.3 Coanection between the roof structure and shear walls 

The importance of providing a good lateral load transfer mechanism between 

shear walls and the roof structure has already been mentioned, however, 

where the roof structure is based on a truss system, it is important that no 

vertical load be transferred at internal walls. W'here transfer points occur 

at mid chord in the truss, vertical loads could induce bending stresses in 

the lover chord of the truss. In some instanc~s, these have caused flexur•l 

failure of the lover chord with resulting se~ious damage to the house. 

The Queensland Home Building Code requires that all timber roof trusses have 

a ZOlllll gap between the underside of the bottom chord of the truss and the 

top of internal wall top plates to prevent undesirable flexure of the bottom 

chord. 

Complex lateral transfer details have been devised that enable lateral loads 

to pass bet~een roof structure and bracing wall while offering minimal 

transfer of vertical loads. 

4.4 Bracing Valls 

Masonry walls effectively tied down at each end function as bracing walls. 

However, timber framed walls require extra strengthening to function as 

shear walls. The extra strength can either be supplied by the wall cladding 

or by specially constructed timber braces. Many types of cladding including 

plywood and fibre cement sheeting have been tested as bracing panels. 

Figure 19 shows a typical detail of a bracing wall which utilises the shear 

rigidity and strength of its cladding to carry 'ateral in-plane loads. Note 

that tie rods are provided at each end to prevent overturning of the wall. 

Either timber bracing or steel strap cross bracing can also be used to 

provide strength as shown in figure 20. Again the bracing panel has tie 

down bolts at each end to prevent overturning of the wall. The stiffener of 

this type of wall is generally less than that of the walls similar to that 

shown in figure 19. The strengths of all wall bracing systems are 

determined by testing. 

• 
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Figure 19 - Bracing wall utilising cladding for 
strength 
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Figure 20 - Bracing walls utilising metal ~trap5 

for &hear strenP,th 
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5. ROLE OF T!STDIG 

The observation of damage caused by tropical cyclones has shown that 

failures often originate at connections. Great care must be taken in the 

design. fabrication and assembly of connection details to ensure that they 

will work as intended. Many of them have proved very difficult to examine 

the~retically, and their strength and stiffness properties are best 

determined by testing. With timber framed buildings, the strength of 

connectors can vary significantly with the species of timber used in the 

joint. This gives testing an even more important role. 

The process of design involves matching available strengths with the loads 

that are necessary to resist the wind effects. Before design can be 

attempted, testing of components, elements and fastening systems must be 

performed to give the necessary design data. 

5.1 Special considerations for Timber and Timber fasteners 

Timber is a term that embraces manY_ different species. It also has 

orthotropic characteristics. Thus when performing or evaluating tests on 

either timber, or fasteners in timber, it is necessary to take particular 

notice of the orientation of grain with respect to applied load, and the 

edge and end distances. Because each of these properties can influence the 

outcome of a test, it is important that they all are modelled in a manner 

that duplicates actual practic~ on location. 

Timber is also characterised by defects. The presence of knots, twisted or 

crooked grain, small checks, and splits, and sapwood, or heartwood can all 

influence the strength of a timber connection or specimen. As a result, a 

large number of samples must be tested to obtain representative strength 

characteristics. In obtaining specimens for testing, every endeavour must 

be made to ensure that the timber comes from a number of different trees and 

if possible, from different areats. 

The allowable stresses in timber are factored from characteristic stresses. 

A large number of samples must be tested to enable determination of r.he 5% 

confidence limit of strength. 

Durability of timber is also an is,~e. in that r.1any tropical cyclone-prone 

areas have high ambient humiditi4S that can cause rotting of the timber and 
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tavour fungus growths which can also reduce the strength of timber. :.lhere 

?Osible. fungus and rot-resistant species should be used. or alternatively, 

:imbe~s that would otherwise be susceptible can be im~regnated with 

preser~atives. 

In some areas too. b~rers and ant infestations may be a problea. The 

physical damage that these insects can cause may prevent the timber from 

carrying any load at all. Again some insect-resistant sp~cies of timber 

exist, and others can be impregnated with chemicals to render them resistant 

t~ attack. 

5.2 Special considerations for sceel 

Many fasteners commonly used in the building industry are fabricated from 

various grades of steel. Steel in cyclone-prone areas suffers from two 

distinct problems. 

The fasteners made ~rom light gauge steel may be subjected to deterioration 

due to fatigue. This is particularly the case if they incorporate punched 

holes or other locations of stress concentration. The action of fatigue may 

mean that lower ultimate loads than those ~redicted by static tests, may be 

experienced during the repeated loadings characteristic of tropical 

cyclones. Testing of such fasteners, particularly where they are to be used 

in roof s~ructures sho~ld be performed using a test sequence such as that 

indicated in the EBS (1977) publication, Technical Record 440, in which a 

la-ge number of load cycles are specified. This type of test indicates the 

susceptibility of t~e detail to fatigue under repe3ted loading and will give 

appropriate ultimate loads for cyclonic conditions. 

Steel fasteners used in tropical cyclone-prone a•eas may also be highly 

susceptible to corrosion damage. The environment in many cyclone-prone 

r~gions is hot. hu~id. and if in close proximity to ch~ sea. salty. ~any 

~~sceners used in the construction of houses are in quite inaccessible 

?Osi:ions for the performance of ~ither maintenance or inspection work. It 

:s highly recommended that all steel fasteners co be used in houses for 

:yclone-pronc areas, including nails, be galvanised to ensure that their 

:onc~nucd srructural perfor~ance can be relied upon ~~ny years afcar 

;~~tA!lAtion. 
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S.3 Special Considerations for Masonry 

Masonry products are generally highly variable to the large range of local 

• materials used in their manufacture. Bricks and blocks vary with the 

constituents. and mortar strengths are a function of not only the grading of 

the sand, the sand/cement ratio and iater/cement ratio, but also the 

temperature and humidity on the day on which it was used. 

The use of masonry construccion in cyclone prone areas must be undertaken by 

competent tradespersons and under guidance irom a specification written 

Farticularly for local conditions and local materials generally encountered. 

Reinforcing bars used in masonry construction are often not galvanised, 

however, where either the mixing water or the 3ggregates used are saline, 

only galvanised reinforcement should be used. 

6. IBCOIPORATICll OP C!'CLmlE USIS'UllT DESIGll U PMCTICE 

The design of each and every house by a structural engineer from first 

principles would be a task of both daunting magnitude and hi~h :ost. Walker 

and Eaton (1985) re-omnend the use of standardisation to spread the design 

costs over a large number of houses. The standardisation may be on a number 

of levels. Three will be outlined here. 

(1) Standardisation of details based on load carrying capacity 

This system is used by both the Darwin Reconstruction Manual and trae 

Sri Lanka Building Regulations (Sri Lanka Govt (1981)). It provides 

for a very high degree of user flexibility, but must be used by a 

person who is proficient in the basic principles of structural 

engineering. 

The philosophy adopted by this type of standardisation is that the 

designer must calculate the loads on all panels in the house and use 

those loads to determine the maximum forces carried by each 

connection and element of the house. T~st data is presented in the 

document in such a manner that it is easy for a designer to match 

maximum loads with detiils capable of s~fely carrying those loads. 

The selected details can then be incorporated in the structural 

fabric of any house in almost any location provided the load carrying 

capacity of each detail is larger than the load applied to it in an 

extreme event. 
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Standardisation in this manner has a very high user flexibility, and 

can be easily implemented by making an ordered collection of 

available and vetted test data. However, the fact that such a system 

can only be used by a qualified person increses the cost of its use. 

This cost increase may in some cases be slightly offset by the fact 

that as details are chosen purely on the basis of adequate strength, 

there may be little conservatism incorporated in designs produced. 

(ii) Standardisation of details based on location and terrain. 

This is the system adopted within the Queensland Home Building Code. 

It is restricted in its use to conventio~~i ietached single 

dwellings in sheltered locations. The details are therefore only 

applicable to buildings in flat sheltered terrain within one cyclone 

intensity zone. As such, the wind loads on all panels do not have to 

be calculated. There are some restrictions on the geometry of the 

building, but there is also limited flexibility in the placement of 

internal walls, size of rooms and the house, and materials to be used 

in construction. 

The details included in the document, if applied with good 

workmanship would ensure that the constructed house would have 

adequate strength to resist cyclonic winds but at a structural cost 

marginally above that of conventionally designed houses. For most 

details, a small amount of conservation has been incorporated in the 

design to allow the geometry of the house to be flexible. Rather 

than specifying the performance of each detail in terms of the load 

it could sustain, the number of details or length of wall in a given 

sized house was specified. 

The application of such a code could be implemented by regional 

inspectors without formal engineering training. After some years of 

use in Queensland, the code has received wide acceptance from 

builders, as it enables the rapid design of structural provisions for 

housing by inclusion of reference to the full document in any house 

specification. Both the builder and the supervisor are then bound to 
I 

comply with the provisions of the code which ~inimises disputes over 

the stru~~ural integrity of housing. 

The expe~i~nce of a recent tropical cyclone in the north of 

• 
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Queensland {Walker, Reardon and Jancauskas, 1986) and the results of 

full scale tests on a house constructed in accordance with the 

provisions of the Queensland Home building code (Boughton and 

Reardon, 1983) have both shown that the structural performance of the 

code is satisfactory. 

A large amount of research and testing is required before such a code 

can be putlished, but the implementation of the code by the majority 

of people in the housing construction industry can be easily 

facilitated. The cost of implementation of the code is small. 

Structural engineers do not have to be employed in the design of 

conventional houses, but small extra costs may be incurred in the 

purchase of the building materials due to the conservatism in the 

code that is necessary to allow flexibility in the architecture of 

the houses. 

(iii) Standardisation of complete houses 

Following extensive damage to housing in Tonga in 1982 by cyclone 

'Isaac' the Tongan Ministry of Works instituted a reconstruction 

program which utilised standard houses prefabricated in Tongatapu 

from a mixture of imported and local materials. The reconstruction 

houses could be entirely erected by unskilled labour using only hand 

tools in under a week. Because many identical houses were producec, 

it was possible to invest much structural engineering input in the 

design and testing of the house. In fact a complete house was tested 

for structural performance under simulated cyclonic conditions 

(Reardon and Boughton 1986). 

The cost of implementing this high degree of standardisation was also 

small. Little skilled labour was required to erect the houses, and 

the high investment of structural engineering skill in the early 

stages of the programme ensured that optimal use was obtained from 

all of the structural details in the house. There was no expenditure 

on conservatism, the structural and functional provisions of the 

house had ·,een reduced to the minimum required to perform adequately. 

The construction programme involved a high degree of participation 

from local experts and tradespersons and could be very quickly 

implemented. 
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7. Stalh.l OF THE DESIGll PROCESS 

aegardless of the type of standardisation chosen to practically implement 

rational design of house structures to resist tropical cyclones, the 

following steps must be tncluded in the design process either implicitly or 

explicitly. 

(i) examination of the proposed site to determine the susceptibility of 

the site to damage frnm storm surge. The house floor level should be 

well above the highest expected storm surge level taken at high tide. 

(ii) selection of a regional basic ultimate wind velocity 

(iii) modification of the regional basic wind velocity to give a site 

specific basic ultimate wind speed. This takes into account local 

topographic effects and shielding by adjacent structures. 

(iv) use of pressure coefficients appropriate for the geometry of the 

house to derive external pressures and hence loads on all external 

surfaces. 

(v} use of assumed dominant openings to calculate internal pressures and 

hence loads on all internal surfaces. 

(vi) the summary of all external and internal surface lo~ds to produce net 

structure loads. 

(vii) selection of details to resist the net structure loads. These 

include 

roof cladding 

roof !asteners 

bat u•ns 

bat"~" fasteners 

roof structure 

rafter fasteners 

resisting uplift, spanning between battens 

resisting uplift, fixing cladding to battens 

resisting uplift, spanning between rafters 

reststing uplift, fixing battens to rafters 

resisting uplift, spanning between walls 

resisting uplift, fixing rafters to walls 

carrying lateral loads, from top plates co roof 

structure. 

• 

• 



wall t~p plates/ 

bond beams 

tie down ;>oints 

footings 

walls 

roof bracing 

bracing wall 

connectors 

s1Jb-Cloor 

bracing 
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resisting uplift, spanning between tie down 

points. 

carrying lateral loads, from walls to roof 

resisting uplift, securing top of wall to floor 

carrying lateral loads by preventing overturning 

resisting uplift, securing the floor to the ground 

carrying lateral load by out-of-plan~ bendidg 

carrying lateral load by in-plane shear 

carrying lateral load to internal bracing walls 

carrying lateral load only to internal bra~ing 

walls from the ro~f 

carrying lateral load from floor level to ground 

level 
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ABSTRACT 

The design of buildings for tropical cyclones requires that a decision 

making process be undertaken in order that aporopriate loads be determined. 

These decisions establish the design criteria and rely on meteorological 

information, terrain classification, aerodynaaic princip!es and the end use 

of the structure. 

This paper examines the establishment of appropriate design criteria to 

enable the structural design process to begin. 

l. Ift80DUCTI<ll 

In establishing a design philosophy for buildings in tropical cyclone-prone 

areas, it was found that the application of structural engineering 

principles could reduce the potential for comaunity disruption and hardship 

due to wind damage frOlll tropical cyclones. 

In some countries, clearly laid out design criteria exist in loading codes, 

material use codes and test procedu~e manuals. In other countries these 

criteria have not been established and those in use in neighbouring areas 

may be quite inappropriate for social, economical or physical reasons. In 

these cases design criteria must be established from first principles to 

enable the structural design of buildings for tropical cyclones to have a 

rational basis. 

2. DESICR WIND SPEEDS 

Ocsign ~ind speeds in non-tropical cyclone prone areas are generally based 

on est1mates of th~ SO year return period wind speed. However, even in 

l~cations where relatively long duration records are available problems 

~xist ~i:h the interpretation of rrcorded data to produce SO year return 
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period wind speeds. Terrain conditions in the vicinity of the measurement 

point may change over time. causing doubts to be cast on the validity of the 

record. Also periods of missing data can cause problems with the estimation 

of the statistical significance of the data. and comparison of records from 

nearby measurement points can produce conflicting information. 

Traditionally the accepted process for non-cyclone-prone areas has included 

a Gumbel analysis of annual maximum wind speeds to produce an estimate of 

the 50 year return period wind speed. Safety factors have then been used to 

give an ultimate or extreme event wind speed. 

However. this approach is not appropriate for the design of buildings in 

tropical cyclone-prone areas. The statistical description of tropical 

cyclone extreme winds is very different from that for temperate zone extreme 

winds. In temperate zones winter gales occur every ye3r 0 although th~ speed 

of the maximua wind may vary from year to year. In cyclone-prone areas, a 

number of years may pass in which particular recording stations are not 

influenced by a tropical cyclone at all. The distribution of maximum annual 

wind speeds is therefore a combination of events associated with tropical 

cyclones, and much smaller events such as winds associated with 

thunderstorms. This has the effect of reducing the estimate of the 50 year 

return period wind ~peed thereby making it unconservative. 

There is also evidence to suggest that the ratio of the probable extreme 

wind speed to the 50 year return period wind speed in tropical cyclone-prone 

areas is generally much higher than in non-cyclone-prone areas. A number of 

methods have been proposed for estimating extreme wind speeds in tropical 

cyclone affected locations but the limited length of record, heavy reliance 

on poorly defined data, and the colllfton use of the Gumbel distribution to 

describe variability make most of them inappropriate as estimators of 

extreme wind speeds. Good records of extreme wind speeds in tropical 

cyclones are very rare, as the high winds that frequently cause much damage 

to buildings can also cause significant damage to anemometers. 

~~lker (1985) suggested the use of the Saffir-Simpson intensity scale to 

drfine wind speeds. This scale, reproduced in the paper 'Design 

Philosophies for Tropical Cyclones' relates expected wind speed and central 

pressure to a Saf fir Simpson intensity number. Often records of central 

pressure are mor reliable than those of wind during the passage of tropical 
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cyclones and the Saffir-Simpson scale allows rough correlation of wind speed 

~ith central pressure. In order to define a design wind speed for a given 

location, it is first necessary to determine an appropriate design cyclone 

intensity. This decision must be made vith meteorological advice. In 

general, areas that have low frequencies of occurrence of cyclones will be 

subjected to severe cyclones (SS)), with basic ultimate wind speeds of 60 

m/s. Localities that have historically been subjected to mere tropical 

cyclo~es may have a higher probability of very severe tropical cyclones 

(SS4) and require basic ultimate vind speeds of 75 m/s. In localities that 

have a history of many tropical cyclones, then the basic ultimate vind speed 

appropriate to catastrophic tropical cyclones (SS5) may be chosen. This may 

be as high as 90 m/s. 

The extreme wind speeds generated by other meteorological phenomena are 

likely to be of the same order as those generated by an SS3 tropical 

cyclone, so it is suggested that if an area is at any risk from tropical 

cyclones, it must be zoned for at least an SS3 event. 

It is to be noted that these speeds refer to basic ultimate vind speeds. 

This term must be defined carefully as many current codes use similar terms 

Lu dcs~ribc quite differen~ pheno~na. The basic ulti!!late wir.d speed 

corresponds to the highest probable g~st speed in an event of that 

magnitude. In terms of building response, it could be reasonably expected 

that damage to the building would start to occur at about this speed. this 

speed is NOT the basic design velocity as currently defined in the 

Australian, Nev Zealand and other wind codes, which give vind speeds for 

working stress design conditions. Both the basic ultimate wind speed and 

the basic design velocity are defined as the speed at a height of 10 m above 

flat open terrain, typical of a large grassed field. 

!he wind speed thus obtained is a property of a region and ~4Y pertain to 

:nany towns, communities and buildings. In order to tind an appropriate 

design wind speed for a particular building, due account must be taken of 

its setting. 

3. TH! IMFLUEllCE OP' TERRAIN Oii VIND SPEEDS 

Buildings are located in a highly r.urbulent boundary layer of air, and wind 

sp~eds at the location of p~rticular buildings are a function of the 
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roughness of the landscape surrounding each location. The passage of wind 

over many houses such as in a suburban or town setting, can increase the 

depth of the turbulent boundary layer. This effect reduces the mean wind 

velocity but increases turbulence. Likewise the passage of wind over a very 

smooth surface causes a reduction in the height of the bQundary layer and a 

corresponding increase in the mean wind velocity with a reduction in 

turbulence. Damage to buildings appears to be highly correlated with the 

approach exposure. This indicates that in the past not enough importance 

has been placed on the effect of upwind surface characteristics. Figure 

l illustrates sheltered and exposed positions. 

In non-cyclonic conditions, trees can afford some protection fr.,. high 

winds, by both sheltering houses directly, and increasing surface roughness. 

Both effects cause a reduction in the mean wind speed. However, in tropical 

cyclones, many trees are compietely stripped oi leaves. Those types that do 

not readily lose their leaves may be blown over. The long duration of 

tropical cyclone events means that for much of the period of high winds, the 

trees can be discounted as either surface roughness or shelter for houses. 

The effect of defoliation means that surface roughness must be found 

independently of vegetation considerations. Figure l illustrates the 

effect. 

Other complications occur in hilly or undulating country. The aerodynamic 

effect of a cliff is to increase the wind velocity near the edge of the 

cliff. The structure eaves height is effectively increased by the height of 

the cliff, and the convergenc~ of flow over the top of the cliff may cause 

even higher velocities. Design wind speeds could be between 10 and 2oi 

higher than an equivalent structure in flat locations due to proximity of a 

small abrupt rise. 

~ind ~hat approaches a building over a large stretch of watet may have quite 

turbulent characteristics during tropical cyclones. Under normal 

conditions, the nearly flat surface of the water causes little turbulence in 

an air stream that passes over it. However, the winds experienced during 

the passage of tropical cyclones can cause significant wave action. This 

has an effect on the airstream that is similar to that caused by a large 

number of houses. Wave profiles can reduce wind speeds and increase 

:urbulence. Houses located close to the sea shore should be located above 

the storm surge zone, which can result in increased wind speeds due to 

• 
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topographic effects. offsetting reductions due to the roughness of the sea 

surface. 

WIND 

WATER + 
EXPOSED 
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OR 
EXPOSED SITE IN HILL COUNTRY 

Fi~urP l - Expo~urr t:l;,f'si ftc-ar i1•nf' 
(frnm l'rl l.i1nka 1:ovr, l'IKO) 
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4. EXTEltNAL ARD UITElllAL PRESSURES OR BUILDlllCS 

The action of wind in passing around an obstruction such as a house causes 

positive and negative pressures to be applied to different external surfaces 

of the building. 

The wall that face~ the direction from which the wind is blowing {the 

windward wall), blocks and redirects the wind stream. It therefore always 

experiences positive pressure. 

The leeward wall is opposite to the wall mentioned above and is affected by 

the wake of the building. It generally experiences suction, although the 

turbulent nature of the wakes observed from most common building shapes 

means that the magnitude of the suction may fluctuate wildly. The other 

walls of rectangular buildings generally experience fluctuating suctions on 

their external surfaces. High turbulence in the vicinity of these walls 

contributes to fluctuations in pressure observed on them as well. The 

average pressures are shown on figure 2. 

wind 

wind flow around house 

t l f -
--

plan of house showin9 
pressures and suctions 

Figure 2 - External wind pressures 
on wall• of houses 
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The effect of wind on roofs is a complex function of roof slop~. house 

geometry and wind direction. In general houses with low roof slopes 

experience suction over all parts of the roof. Buildings with steep roofs 

may experience external pressure on the windward slope and bigh suctions on 

the leeward slope. At some points on all roofs and for all wind directions 

there are very high suctions generated by the separation of the airstream 

from the roof surface. The external suctions in these locations, which are 

generally near the edges, are very high and subject to large fluctuations. 

Roof sheeting failures generally originate in these areas. Figure 3 

illustrates the effect. 

The numerical value of external wall and roof pressures is a function of the 

geometry of the building. 

very hiqh suctions 

~~1~ 
----~-----

Ca) Suctions on low-slope roof 

--#====:===~ 

Cb) Pressures and suctions on hiqh slope roofs 

Figure 3 - External pressures and suctions on roofs 
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In extreme events, windows and doors are often damaged. Walker and Minor 

(1985) show that window failure of 5 to 10 percent can be expected due to 

wind pressure alone. However tropical cyclones are invariably accompanied 

by flying debris. In rural settings, the debris may originate from br~nches 
torn from trees. In villages and towns, unsecured belongings stored outsid~ 

may be lifted by the wind and hurled at nearby houses. Flying debris can be 

minimised by mounting clean up campaigns at the coamencement of the cyclone 

season, but even so, parts of damaged houses and other buildings can form 

airborne debris. 

The Australian experience of cyclone Tracy has shown that windows on the 

windward wall have a very high probability of being broken by debris even if 

they are strong enough to withstand wind pressure. A large nuaber of broken 

windows or wall panels on the windward wall will admit the full positive 

pressure on the external surface of the windward wall to the inside of the 

building. This can more than double the total net load on surfaces which 

experience external suctions. 1hus after windows have been broken, th~ 

total net outward force on the leeward walls, side walls and roof panels all 

increase significantly. 

Special screens can be designed to absorb the impact of flying debris a.1 

therefore protect window glass. Alternatively, vents can be designed in 

buildings to automatically release high internal pressures should windward 

windows break. Test procedures have been in place in Australia for 

evaluating the effectiveness of cyclone protection screens, but little work 

has been performed on the evaluation of vents for the release of internal 

pressure. 

wind flow around house aection of house showin9 
internal pressures I 

Figure 4 - Inr~rnal pressure from openings in the , 
windward wall 
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For buildings in which the contents represent a high value compared with the 

structure cost, the use of permanent cyclone debris screens may be 

warranted, but for all buildings where debris screens are not installed, the 

structure must be desi~ned for full positive internal pressure. 

5. FATIGUE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF IDJSDG amumtlS 

It has been observed in both the previous section of this paper and the 

paper 'Design Philosophies for Tropical Cyclones' that those panels of 

buildings which experience external suctions are also subjected to 

fluctuations in the load due to the structure-induced turbulence in the 

wake. Some components commonly used in dO!llestic construction are 

susceptible to metal fatigue under conditions of repeated loading duf to 

fluctuating suctions. 

Morgan and Beck (1978) reported failure of sheetmetal roofing systems under 

repeated loading at loads much lover than their corresponding ultimate load 

under static loading. As a result of these observations, and those ~f many 

other workers, a ~est procedure (EBS, 1977) was devised in which building 

materials could be subjected to repeated loading. &he procedure ensured 

that the loads were applied in a manner that was thought to represent 

loading patterns typical of those experienced in tropical cyclones. This 

document presents, two separate procedures - one for elements associated with 

walls under exterhal suction and another for elements associated with roofs 

under external suction. They are presented in Table 1. 

At the conclusio~ of a fatigue test of the type indicated in Table l, the 

component is loaded to failure and the ultimate load recorded. This test 

procedure is currently under review, but nevertheless provides a basis for 

assessing the fat'igue susceptibility of building components u11der conditions 
' 

reasonably repre~entative of those experienced in tropical cyclones. 

Boughton (1986) has noted that as well as ro~f sheeting, a number of 

elements can sho~ susceptibility to fatigue. These include light gauge 

steel framing in ,the vicinity of faste"~rs, ligt.t gauge steel straps and 

steel fasteners. 

The work perform~d to date on f~stening systems shows the importance of 
' ' 

fatigue testing in the minimisation of significant damage in tt·~~~al 

cyclones. 
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Table 1 - Wind Loading Fatigue Criteria for Building Components in 
Tropical Cyclone-Prone Areas 

(a) Wall elements 

Cycles Load range 

800 0 .. 0.625 x design load + 0 
200 0 .. 0.75 x design load + 0 
20 0 .. 1.0 x design load+ 0 

(b) Roof elements 

Cycles Load Range 

8000 0 + 0.625 x design load + 0 
2000 0 .. 0.75 x design load + 0 
200 0 .. 1.0 x design load + 0 

6. IllPORTAllCE FACTORS 

Under tropical cyclone conditions, the fanction of SOii.ie buildings may give 

them an increased importance when compared with others. These buildings 

include emerge~cy shelters, hospitals and e~sential facilities. 

Walker (1985) indicates that these buildings should be designed for wind 

loads that are 30 tO Sot higher than those used for other buildings. The 

significanc~ of designing important buildings with higher ultimate loads is 

that the onset of serious damage could only be expected once most 

conventionally esigned buildings have been very seriously damaged. 

For example. in a zone designated as SS3, conventionally designed buildings 

may start ~~ show some signs of distress when the basic wind speed is 60 m/s 

- equal to ·_.ie basic ultimate wind speed used in the design of conventional 

buildings. A building that is to be used to protect people during the 

passage of a tropical cyclone should be designed for 1.5 times the load of 

normal buildings - equivalent to a basic wind speed of 75 m/s in the same 

zone. Thus in the event of an SS4 event (75 m/s) in the SS3 zone, which 

would be dn extremely rare occurrence, most buildings would exhibit severe 

da~age, but the ~pecially designed building to be used as a shelter designed 
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co l.) times the load of conventional buildings, would show little, if any 

damage. 

7. CRITERIA 

In dete:lllining the loads on a building a nwaber of decisions need to be 

made. Some are on the basis of meteorological data, others on aerodynamic 

principles, the physical properties of the construction materials and the 

importancE of the structure. 

(i) Zone designation 

Cyclone-prone regions need to be zoned to enable a design wind speed 

for a given location to be determined. 

(ii) Terrain designation 

The design wind speed at the building site is determined on the basis 

of terrain characteristics. Rules for determining site exposure and 

topographic effects must be formulated. 

(iii) External pressures 

The design ultimate wind speed can be used ~o calculate appropriate 

external pressures from aerodynam~c information relation to the 

structure shape. Data for the most common house shapes must be 

collected and tabulated. 

(iv) Internal Pressures 

Where cyclone debris screens or effective venting are to be used, 

very low internal pressures can be utilised in the design, otherwise 

it must be assumed that some fraction of the full windward wall 

pressure is available as an internal pressure. The actual internal 

pressure is a function of wall permeability which will vary with the 

most co11111on type of housing used. 

\V) Design Loads 

The sum of internal and external pressures give the total design 

loads on all portions of the strur.ture. Where 'he structure has a 

particular disaster or post-disaster function it may be necessary to 

apply an importance factor to the design loads determined above. A 

decision regarding the size of t~e importance factor must be made. 
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fvil Fatigue Effects 
Where light gauge metal fasteners or components are to be used in the 

building, their effective strength under cyclonic repeated loads must 

be reduced from their static load strength. The redlction is a 

function of the geometry and form of the component used. 
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Tropical cyclones have historically caused much disruption to households. 

communities, towns, islands and in some cases to i1ations. Much of the 

hardship can be attributed to the high vinds which are a significant 

characteristic of tropical cyclones. While it is generally recognised that 

it is very expensive to design all buildings to eliminate damage during the 

passage of tropical cyclones, cyclone-resistant designs can be produced that 

will minimise the long term cost of cyclone damage to C011111unit~es. This 

paper examines the characterlstics of tropical cyclones and the damage they 

produce and indicates a design philosophy that has been successfully 

implemented in a number of countries to reduce community hardships. 

i. nrraooucnm 

Tropical cylcones, also known as typhoons. hurricanes, etc. occur in 

tropical waters in Asia, Oceania, the Amer~c~s and on the east coast of 

Africa. Figure l shovs a reprouuction of a map ~iving the location of 

cyclone prone areas and coanonly recorded directions of movement. 

•rrow• 1ndicace preferred direecioa, 

Figure 1 - World map of ~atural hazards 
(Munich Re,' 1978) 

I 



Considerable regional variations in tropical cyclone characteristics appear 

to occur. The size of this meteorological phenoaaenom tends to vary. 

Tropical cyclones in Australian waters are generally much smaller in 

diameter than those elsewhere but their intensity is not diminished. Also, 

the generally western movement of most tropical cyclones is in cc ttrast with 

the generally eastern movement of those in the SW Pacific. There are wide 

variations in frequency of occurrence and intensity of the events both 

within regions and between regions. This is complicated by global and 

regional climatic variations and cycles. 

In combination with the relatively short history of detailed records of 

tropical cyclones, these variations can make the estimation of cylcone risk 

very difficult. The risk varies with the intensity of an expected extreme 

event. Land crossings of catastrophic cylcones are very rare, but their 

potential to cause daoage is extremently high. Mild and moderate events are 

much more coanon but rarely cause major disasters from wind damage. 

2. CIWIACTERISTICS OF noPICAL CYCLOllES 

Tropical cycles are large scale meteorological events that take days to 

generate over warm water and transfer energy from heat stored in the ocean 

to wind and wave ener~y. While a number of aspects of tropical cyclones 

vary regionally, the thermodynamic principles that determine their 

formation, and enable their growth are essentially the same in all regions. 

Warm sea surface temperatures allow upward movement of moist heated air. 

Where the latitude of such a column of upward moving air is greater than 

about 10 degrees • Coriolis forces cause it to spiral. Warm moist air is 

then generally moved into the centre of the spiral where it rises to add 

moisture to the cloud layer established in the tropical low pressure cell. 

When the cloud mass builds up to a sufficient size, rain causes of latent 

energy of condensation to be released which accelerates the horizontal 

movement of air in the lower layers. The tropical cyclone therefore forms ~ 

high he~t engine hundreds ~f kilometers in diameter that draws energy by 

lo•.,ering the sea surface temperature by between 2 and S degrees C, and 

converts that energy to kinetic energy in the form of air movement. 

The ccntr~ of a tropical cylone is generally known as the eye, and is 

relatively calm and free of clouds. le can vary in size from less than ten 

• 
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kilometres to more than fifty kilometres in diameter. 

In contrast t~ the calm of the eye. the strongest winds are experienced in a 

circular belt immediately surrounding the eye. The wind direction is 

generally circumferential in this region but the forward motion of the 

cyclone tends to increase wind speeds on the right hand side of the cyclone 

in the northern hemisphere and the left and side in the southern hemisphere. 

The maximum wind velocity measured in tropical cyclones appears to be 

related to the central pressure of the cyclone. As the central pressure 

falls, so the pressure gradient driving the wind increase, hence 

accelerating the wind. 

The relationship between central pressure and wind speed is shown in the 

Saffir-Simpson Scale (Simpson and Riehl, 1981), which has been reproduced as 

Table l. 

Table l - Saff ir-Simpson Scale and Tropical Cyclone Intensity 

I Saffir Central Maximum Maximum 
I Simpson Pressure Wind Gust Storm Surge Effects 
1· Scale (II\,) (knots) (m/s} (m) 
I 
I l <990 40-60 20-30 0-1 Mild 
I 2 970-985 70-90 35-45 1.5-2.5 Moderate 
I 3 950-965 100-120 50-60 3-4 Severe 
I 4 93C-945 130-150 65-75 4.5-5.5 Very severe 
I 5 >925 160-180 80-90 6-7 Catastrophic 
I 

Tropical cyclones with low central pressures have very high wind speeds in 

the band immediately surrounding the eye and thus have potential to do much 

damage. However, the low central pressure also causes the ~ater level at 

the centre of the tropical cyclone to rise in the same ~ay r.hat liquids ~ise 

in a drinking straw in response to low air pressure in the mouth. The 

:ncrease in water level at the centre of cyiones is known as storm surge. 

Th~ preceding discussion has therefore alluded to thP three principal 

potential 'liources for damage in tropical cyclones: 

( i ) high wind velocities 

( i i ) flooding due to high rainfall 

associated with the .. ropical cyclone 

,( ii i ) flooding due to storm surge 
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Each of these has the potential to cause daaage to housing in areas known to 

experience tropical cyclones. Suitable design requirements can be 

implemented to miniaise the risk to housing due to these three effects. 

3. DA1WZ 'TO IDJSillC D DCJPICAL era.mu 

The Bangladesh cyclone of 1970 caused an estimated 300 000 d~aths. though 

the actual toll including starvation following daaage to crops and 

livelihood may have been as high as 500 000. Stora surge caused inundation 

of heavily populated lov lying areas and vas the direct cause of the very 

high death toll. In general, stora surge causes more significant loss of 

life than vind damage. although the economic loss due to wind da9age may be 

larger. 

Tvo regions prone to storm surge damage have been identified. The wave zone 

is iaaediately adjacent to the sea, where breaking waves may be superimposed 

on top of the surge. These waves have high inertia and are capable of 

~ausing significant damage. Oli.Ter anJ Reardon (1982) reported that a 

number of substantial front rov houses had been swept off their foundatio~s 

and moved bodily more than 10-metres during the passage of cyclone Isaac in 

Tonga. Lighter houses have been totally anihilated by wave action in the 

wave zone. 

The second zone lies behind the wave breaking zone and is subjected to 

inundation by saline ~ater. Flood damage to both houses and contents can be 

severe in this zone, and the effects of salt on land use can remain for many 

yea~s after flood waters have subsided. 

Flooding by fresh water can also be associated with the passage of tropical 

cyclones as high intensity rainfall often accompanies the high winds. 

Recently cyclone Naamu in the Solomon Islands caused much flood damage 

including the removal of forests, topsoil, and whole villages from fertile 

river and c~eek flats. Often flooding can continue to impose a threat co 

housing for days after the high velocity winds have abated. 

Damage by high winds is almost invariably experienced during the passage of 

~ tropical cyclone. The hardship caused by the damage is not completely 

determined by the structural quality of buildings. B~cau~e tropical 

cyclones are large scale meteorological events, whole communities can be 

• 
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simultaneously affected by the action of strong winds. 

The damage caused to Darvin by tropical cyclone 'Tracy' in 1974 is of 

particular significance as that city was the major population centre, a seat 

of government and commercial centre for the Northern Territory. More recent 

experiences in Tonga and Fiji have highlighted the proble•s experienced by 

small nations in which most public buildings and faciliti~s are concentrated 

in one or tvo coaaunities which are at risk from tropical cyclones. 

The involvement of a whole coaaunity in the effects of damage by tropical 

cyclones escalates the cost of the damage. ~s well as costly physical 

damage to structures, significant community disruption is caused by 

diversion of productive effort to cleaning up and re-building. Important 

personal and COlmlUnity records can be lost making administrative functions 

difficult for a significant period after the passage of a cyclone. Damage 

to property and buildings can mean loss of livelihood for many, while 

rebuilding progranaes often draw extra materials and manpower from outside 

the c011111Unity which ~lace extra strains on reduced local resources for 

accoaaodation. Each of the disruptions mentioned above becomes even more 

significant if a large provincial centre was damaged by the cyclone. 

By contrast, tropical cyclone 'Kathy' caused very significant damage to a 

small isolated town in the Northern Territory in 1984, but in this case an 

effective emergency servic~ procedure was implemented in which the entire 

population of the town took shelter in three strong public buildings. No 

injuries were sustained during the period of high winds although many houses 

and other buildings were completely demolished within the town. Power, 

water and telecormnunicat1ons were restored within 24 hours to most of the 

town and temporary accoll'lllodation was arranged within days because the area 

craditionally relied on maintenance services from larger centres else~here. 

These larger centres remained operative and emergency services could be 

deployed at the damage site expediently. 

!n most documented damage studies, observations have been made that housing 

seems to sustain more serious dam~ge from high winds than that observed in 

industrial and commercial buildings. Studies of cyclone damage to 

Australian housing has shown a number of rr~urring damage patterns have 

occurred. 
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).l Frequently occurring viad ca...ge pattenaa observed in housing 

The action of a high velocity wind stream on a house causes pressure on the 

windward wall. suc~ion on the roof surfaces and suction on the back and side 

walls. These principal surface pressures are illustrated in figure 2. 

Figure 2 - Wind pressures and suctions on external 

surf aces of a house 

Because housing is situated close to the ground, it is embedded in the 

turbulent boundary layer of the air moving across the earth's surface. This 

can cause raptd fluctuation in the speed and direction of the individual 

wind gusts. This in turn causes changes to wind pressures on wall and roof 

surfaces. In addition, the structure itself induces turbulence in the wind 

stream that passes o~er the leeward part of the house. Thus those areas 

that experience external sucti~.• are also subjected to increased turbulence 

and highly fluctuating loads due to structure induced turbulence. 

One of the major consequences of the investigation of damage frOlll Cyclone 

Tracy in Darwin in 1974 was recognition of the influence of wind induced 

fatigue on the failure of light metal roof cladding under the sustained 

fluctuations in external suction for the duration of a tropical cyclone 

(Walker, 1975). In Australia, the most common types of roofing r.iaterial 

used for domescic housing are roof tiles manufactured from fired clay or 

cured concrete, or light meral roof cladding fastened by nails or screws. 

Soth these roofing materials have demonstrated inadequacies in resisting 

cyclonic ~inas for extended periods. External suctions on tiled roofs can 

exert uplift forces on the tiles that are larger than their weight. If the 

ciles are not tied, they will lift under those conditions. Where tiles have 

been tied ~ith light gauge steel wire, the wire ties themselves may be 

subjected to repeated loading which may cause iailure by metal fatigue. The 

loss of some tiles ~ill allow the wind to pressurise the roof space and 

~reacly accelerate the loss of other tiies. 

Sheet metal roofing generally fails due to metal fatigue near the fasteners. 

• 
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Under external suction, the roof sheeting is restrained by the heads on the 

fasteners causing high bearing stresses and flexural stresses iamediately 

adjacent to a bole in t!.e sheeting. During fastener installation radial 

cracks may be placed in the sheeting i-.ediately adjacent to the holes. 

This type of cracking is most coamon with nailed roof sheeting. The action 

of fluctuating loads causes metal fatigue resulting in propagation of the 

radial cracks. Failure occurs by pull through of the fastener once the 

cracks have increased in length so that they extend beyond the fastener 

head. 

Walker (1975) observed that in many cases, the first noticable dallage to 

housing was the loss of some or all roof sheeting. In many cases this was 

precipitated by window breakage. Figure 2 shows that on the windward wall 

positive pressure is observed. Also flying debris due to failure of 

adjacent buildings or tree damage has a higher probability of striking a 

windward wall surface than any other surface of the house. Thus window or 

door failures due to either wind pressure or debris impact cause the high 

external pressure on the windward wall surface to be admitted to the inside 

of the house. For roofs, which generally have high external suctions, the 

addition of internal pressure causes extra load on the roof which may lead 

to premature failure. The effects of internal pressure is illustrated in 

figure 3. 

-~ 
wind • 

(a) All windows intact (b) After window breakage 
on windward wall 

Figure 3 - Effect of window breakage on roof loads 

Loss of roof sheeting invariably results in damage to other parts of houses. 

The roof structure generally provides lateral support to the top of walls, 

so after the roof structure has been damaged, walls can lose their support 

and as a result are commonly blown in. While observations of wind damage 

from cyclones have shown that many houses that su~tain significant roof 

damage also have wall damage, few houses are ob1erved that have wall damage 

alone. 
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~all damage is generally precipitated by the combined action of windward 

wall pressure and leeward wall suction which produces a significant lateral 

force on the house. Three types of wall failure have been observed and are 

illustrated in Figure 4. 

Ca) cladding damage (b) racking damage 

Figure 4 - Types of wall damage 

(c) bending failure 
due to roof loss 

Wail damage may be caused by flying debris, or inability of the wall fabric 

itself to carry the lateral loads appli~d by wind. Where wall failures in 

brick houses are observed, they are generally of this type. Thin plywood 

sheets may also be prone to failure at the fasteners to w~ll studs under the 

action of lateral loads. 

Racking damage occurs when walls are deflected out of square and has been 

observed in houses that make extensive use of louvres or where the cladding 

has been removed by the action of wind loads or debris. Racking type 

failures are prevented by the use of large, adequately fastened sheets. 

These may be fibre cement or plywood panels nailed to a wooden frame. 

The bending failure of walls due to roof loss has already been mentioned. 

Elevated and multiscorey housing have additional problems in that the 

lateral loads f~om the top parts of the building must be cransferred co 

ground by lower storeys as indicated in figur~ 5. 

v:i.nd 

c:::=:> 

unbr•c•~ supporca 

lal elevac9d housinq 

~ 
I 

DD 
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l~I ~ultistorey hous1nq 

.. 
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~ind speeds tend to increase with height. applying higher pressures to the 

upper storeys. The extra cross sectional area of multistorey housing also 

increases the total lateral load attracted by the complete buildin~. Lower 

storeys must therefore be designed to carry high lateral lo8ds to ground. 

In the case of elevated housing supported on vertical piles. where the piles 

are not braced, racking displacement of the lower storey can occur as shown 

in figure 5~a). 

Observations of multistorey brick housing after the passage of cyclones have 

shown that the higher wind velocities at roof level are more likely to cause 

roof structure damage, and also that the high lateral loads transmitted to 

ground through the lowest storey may cause cracking of the brickwork as 

shown in figure 5(b). 

In summary a progression of damage thrcugh buildings has been observed to be 

as follows: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

window and door damage due to pressure or debris 

roof damage 

roof loss or roof structure damage 

wall damage 

wall loss 

elevated and multistorey housing may also be subject to 

substructure damage. 

3.2 lelationsbip of bous!ng eta.age to other buildings: 

The major cause of disrupt~on following cyclones is the failure of buildings 

and other facili~ies to withstand the extr~me winds accompanying the 

cyclone. In most cases some buildings do perform well. In Darwin, cyclone 

'Tracy' caused serious structural damage to over seventy percent of housing 

but the same relative level of damage was sustained oy less than five 

pe~ccnt of the la~ger buildings which had been structurally engineered co 

resist wind loads. 

Th~ design of these larger buildings utilised an est3blished technology 

bA5ed on wind tunnel tests, experimental ~nd theoretical studies and 
I 

structural mechanics. Their performance highlighted the contribution that 

structur~l engineers can make to the mitigation of disasters arising from 
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structural damage of which wind and earthquake are the principal examples. 

Had the housing in Darvin performed as well as the larger engineered 

buildings. the economic cost would have been reduced by about 80't and the 

human cost would have been reduced by an even larger factor. 

The poor performance of housing in cyclone 'Tracy• was not a unique event. 

Host of the disasters caused by extreme winds around the vorld show a 

similar pattern. In both developed and developing countries, society has 

tended to regard housing construction as a traditional art for which 

sufficient experience exists to build s~fe structures without resort to 

modern technology. In some locations this rationale is justified as extreme 

winds occur with sufficient regularity to test out most houses every two or 

three years. Systematic structural deficiencies can be located and changed 

before being incorporated in many houses. Vellington (NZ) and Hobart 

(Australia) are good examples of these locations, as their climate is such 

that very ~trong gales associated with winter weather patterns occur each 

year. However in tropical areas, many years can pass without a given 

location being subjected to a tropical cyclone. This has two effects. 

(i) Complacency within the building industry may lead to a reduction in 

attention to detail necessary to resist high winds after a long period 

without damage due to tropical cyclones. 

(ii) A large number of new ho~ses may be constructed and incorporate 

deficiencies prior to the flaws being detected in the next passage of 

a tropical cyclone. 

Both of these effects indicate that for cycl~ne-prone areas, experience can 

be a poor guide to the performance of building practices, especially as 

building techniques are changing relatively rapidly. 

However, the recent Australian experiences of tropical cyclones have shown 

that engineering principles applied through building regulations can play a 

major role in minimising damage, coanunity disruption and hardship caused by 

high winds. 

4. DESIQI POI TROPICAL CYCJ.OILC 

In th~ years since tropical cyclone 'Tracy' cau•ed such massive damage in 

• 
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Darwin, the philosophy of housing design and construction in Australia has 

changed radically. The benefit of structurally designed components and 

details in housing has been recognised and as a result structural engineers 

have played an increasing role in the de,·~lopment of new building techniques 

and materials. Also, structural engineers have been able to play a vital 

role in the development of new building regulations for tropical 

cyclone-prone areas of the country. 

The media exposure given to the effects of tropical cyclone 'Tracy' has 

enabled householders to become aware of the necessity to maintain houses in 

a structurally safe condition. In most cyclone affected regions of 

Australia regular seminars are attended by builders, architects, engineers 

and building supervisors at wf ich changes to building regulations are 

outlined, reasons for their e~istence given and the effect of ignoring them 

presented. While no tropical cyclones of the magnitude of cyclone Tracy 

have made land fall in Australia in recent times, surveys of damage 

following tropical cyclone 'Kathy' (Boughton and Reardon, 1984) and tropical 

cyclone '~inifred' (Reardon, Walker and Jancauskas, 1986) have shown that 

the performance of modern housing has been significantly better than housing 

which was constructed more than ten years ago. 

4.1 Design philosophy 

The characteristics of cyclonic wind loads are quite different from those of 

ocher structural loads. In the case of normal structural loads, we 

generally er.sure that the risk of failure is so low that in practice, 

failure is extremely unlikely even under the worst combination of loads. 

This i~ achieved by the use of adequate load factors or factor~ of safety, 

and means that under the normally expected maximum loads, the structures 

will remain completely serviceable. 

However tropical C/clones have a number of characteristics that set ~hem 

apart from the normal structu~al loads. 

(i) They are discrete events separated by long periods of low wind loads, 

(ii) they are generally infrequent in their occurrence, and 

(iii) they can be extensive in areo. One event may affect an entire 

community should it be situated within the area affected. 
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In deciding on the primary objective of cyclone resistant design, it is 

generally accepted that if a severe natural hazard strikes a community, some 

damage may occur. The level of protection provided by building stan~ards is 

derived by weighing up the economic cost of the provision of stronger 

housing with the social and economic cost of failure. Planners are required 

to determine the level of damage with which each COllDUnity can cope without 

major disruptions. Engineers should then ensure that building standards are 

set which prevent damage from tropical cyclones exceeding the limit set by 

the plann~rs. Th~ concept is one of 'cyclone-resistant' design, not 

'cyclone-proof' design. 

4.2 Coasequeaces of •cr:lone-resistanc• design 

The design philosophy gi ~n above implies that: 

(i) the primary concern is the protection of the co11111unity as a whole and 

not individual b~~ldings, and 

(ii) the aim is to provide a degree of protection.which may vary as a 

function of the anticipated frequency and level of the event, and not 

to proviie guarante~d protection. 

The degree ?f protecti~n provided will also vary from building to building, 

and co11111unity to co11111unity depending on the following factors: 

(1) Some buildings may have specific disaster or post-disaster functions. 

These may include hospitals, health centres, water supply facilities, 

but may also extend to buildings intended for use as conununity shel:ers 

during an event, or ~s centres for emergency activities such as 

administration or communication i::unediately after an event. These 

buildi~gs should be designed to be significan~ly !afer than normal 

buildings. In general, housing does not fall ~ntv tilis category. 

(2) Some buildings house contents of high value. For ex~mple banks anJ 

insu~anc~ off!ces hold titles, records and money. Some warehouses may 

hold goods whosr ~conomic value far exceeds the value of the building 

structure. Where r.he ~ont~nt~ of these buildings may be at risk from 

structural !a1lu~e. a higher degree of structural damage may be 

warrant~~- Where w~ter damage presents a risk to the contents as ln 

the ca~e of buildings houJing computers or degradeable goods 'uch d~ 

• 
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sugar or fertilizer, then a higher degree of safety must be extended to 

the design of claddings, flashings and window glass. Again, housing 

generally does not fall into this category. 

(3) Some c011111unities house essential administrative and coanercial 

functions which make them more vulnerable to disruption from tropical 

cyclones. Where surrounding towns or coamunities rely on a larger 

centre for warehoasing facilities, government functions or financial 

administration, coamunity disruption to the larger centre will also 

cause inconvenience and hardship in the surrounding smaller communities 

even though they were not directly affected by the tropical cyclone. 

Housing definitely is included in this category, as the reconstruction 

or repair of ho~sing can divert manpower from essential functions and 

effectively cripple large centres even though coaaercial and 

administrative facilities may have remained largely undamaged. 

4.3 Practical implementation of cyclone-resistant housing design. 

Large coanercial, administrative or industrial buildings have traditionally 

had significant engineering input in their design, in contrast with housing 

which traditionally has received little, if any structural engineering 

consideration. However, it is apparent from the previous sections, that if 

housing is to be regarded as 'cyclone-resistant' then some consideration 

must be given to engineering principles in design of the structural shell. 

The :wo largest obstacles to the application of structural engineering 

technology to houses are: 

(i) the high cost of the associated design process relative to the cost 

of individual hous~s. and 

(ii) the traditionally conservative nature of the building industry. 

To overcome these obstacles, two basic pri~ciple! have been incorporated 

into che Australian approach co rhe problem. These are scandardisacio~ to 

sp~~ad the design coses over many houses, and evolutionary change as opposed 

to sudden change. 

Walker and Eac~n (1981) identified :he 1najor step& •n ~pplying wind 

rngine~ring technclo~y to do~estlc buildings: 
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- identification of risk areas 

- zoning 

- establishment of design philosophy 

- standardisation of vind loads 

- standardisation of assessment of structural strength 

- standardisation of construction details 

- implementation 

In Australia, currently all buildings, inclu1ing houses, in tropical cyclone 

prone areas have structurally engineered details built in to resist wind 

loads. In some states 'deemed-to-comply' standards have been pr~pared. 

Tb~se set out a large number of engineer designed and tested details which 

can be incorporated within the structural framework of buildings to provide 

adequate resistance to tropical cyclones. 

Similar ~odes have been developed for Sri Lanka (Sri Lanka Govt, 1980) and 

are planned fer Fiji (Valker, 1985). The Kingdom of Tonga has developed a 

standard house [or use in reconstruction following tropical cyclone Isaac in 

1982. This house has been tested for resistance to cyclonic winds and 

details that were found to be inadequate have been modified to provide 

adequate resistance (Boughton and Reardon, 1984). 

In the development of 'deemed-to-comply' standards, consideration of local 

availability of mat·!rials and expertise needs to be made. The details used 

need to have been tested adequately to ~nsure their structural performance 

under the action of cyclones. ~hese tests may have to take into account: 

(i~ the complexity of loading, being a co&bination of uplift and lateral 

loads, 

(ii') the repeated nature of cyclonic loads over a long period causing low 

cy~!~ fatigue in some details, 

and 

Ciif) the high ambient humidity encounte:ed d~ring tropical cyclones. 

• 

• 

• 
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5. <DICLUSIORS 

Tropical cyclones have the potential to cause wind damage that has high 

economic and social cost for whole coaaunities. 

• Stu~ies of damage to housing have revealed systematic failure patterns that 

indicate weaknesses in many currently ~sed details in tropical buildings. 

The types of damage observed can indic&te the most cost effective struc~ur~l 

d~tails to upgrade in cyclone-resist~nt designs for any given area. 

Design and cons:ruction of buildings that ha~e su~:ici£nt strength to resist 

tropical cyclones is possible at an extra cost that is frequently less than 

10~ more than the structural cost of an equivalent building with no cyclone 

resistant provisions. 

The design philosoph:ic to be u.;ed for housing is complicated by many 

prac:ical details relating ~o the function of the building, the size of 

community and the availability of materials. It is generally possiole to 

reduce the extra cost of cyclone resistant features by trading off extra 

capital cost at the time of construction with.repair costs should a major 

wind event occur. The penalty for the. l.radt?-off is a slight increase in 

collll!Unity disruption following the passage of a tropical cyclone. 

Implementation of cyclone resistant housing design will necessarily include 

testing and structural engineering an~lyses of locally available materials 

and building technologies. Stzndardisation of details where possible will 
I 

spread the cost of development of adequate structural details over a large 

number of buildings. 
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TBE STRUCTURAL llESPONSE OF A TOllGAN llUlllICANE BOUSE TO SIMULATED 
CYCLONE LOADING 

G.F. lleardon 
Cyclone Testing Station, Jaaes Cook University, Tovnsville 

G.N. Boughton 
Vestern Australian Institute of Technology, Perth 

AISTllACl' 

The hurricane house bas been loaded siaulating the pressures of cyclone 
vinds. Its dastic response bas been •asured, and an analysis •de to 
deteraine load sharing betveen lateral walls, together vith the effect of a 
roof diaphrap. The cyclic loadinc real• pinpointed a vutness in 
construction in respect of light pup •tal hold-dovn straps. The house vas 
aodified and successfully vitbstood the full compleaent of load cycles, despite 
a nuaber of local failures and soae resultant excessive deflections. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A severe housing shortage vas one of the aain consequences of CY.clone 
Isaac, after it devasted the Pacific island kingdoa of Tonia in 1982 (1). Tvo 
thousand faailies vere left hoaeless. The Tongan Ministry of Vorks eabarked on 
a reconstruction pro1raaae and desisned a cyclone resistant house of tiaber 
fraaecl a-nel coaponents. The panels vere constructed at Nuku'alofa, the 
capital and transported either by land or sea to the villages. One set of 
components vas shipped to the Cyclone Testing Station vhere facilities have 
been developed to siaulate cyclone vind forces on houses, and measure their 
response and strength. 

2. TIE TONGAN BURRICAN BOUSE 

The structural design of the coaponents vas undertaken by Ministry of Vorks 
(HOV) en1ineers in consultation vith the luildin1 Research Establishment, U.K • 
(IRE) vho had been involved in a similar exercise at St. Vincent in the 
Caribbean (2). The results of the combined HOV, IRE desi1n became knovn as the 
'Hurricane louse'. 

Siaplicity vas the basic concept of the reconstruction pro1ramme. The 
decision vas made to have only one floor plan, Fi1. 1, vith the possibility of 
latei •>tt"nsion by the ovner. The plan is based c;1 aodular vall construction 
2.4 • lon1, thus the standard house is three panels lon1 and tvo ~anels vide 
(7.2. x 4.8 •>· 
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Figure I Floor plan of hurricane house 

Bat co-operated vith llOV to orpnize a saaple set of coaponents to be ser.t 
to the Cyclone Testing Station for erection and test. By doinc this, the 
strencth of that prototype house under siaulatecl cyclone vind conditions could 
be deterained. Further if there vere an unforseen veaknesses in the design 
they could be pinpointed durina the test pro1r...e. This would allov 
aodifications to be aade to existing houses if necessary, and thus they could 
be aade safer prior to the next cyclone. 

To ensure that the coaponents were correctly asseablecl in Australi•, the 
Tonran Assistant Secretary of Vo=ks supervised and participated in the 
construction of the test house. Thus vith Tonaan components and construction 
techniques the house represented as closely as possible a typical hurricane 
house. Only the foundation conditions vere different. 

Structural details of the test house noainally vere as follows: 

200 • dia. pile stuaps on 1200 • 1rid 
100 x 75 • bearers at 1200 • spacin1 
100 x 50 u joists at 600 • spacin1 
100 x 50 • vall studs at 600 • spacinc 
100 x 50 .. top and botto• plates 
4.8 • span roof trusses at 1200 .. spacin1 
75 x 50 am battens at approxiaately 600 .. 1pacin1 

The ~ouse vas clad externally vith 8 .. thick plyvood and bad a corrucated 
1alvanlzed It eel roof. The ti•ber VH h••-flr froa USA. 

The internal partition wall vas basic•lly non-structural. Tile ti~ber 
I I 

fra•in1 of that vall vas clad on one face vith 4.5 am hardboard fastened v~th 
li1ht 1au1e:brad1 at about 150 • s~acin1. There vas no other internal linin1 
or ceiUn1., 

• 
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3. VIND LOADINGS AND SlllULATION 

3.1 Destin Vind Loads 

Structural encineerinc calculations for the desian of the test house vere 
provided tor the ~tation by the Tonpn MOV. They were based on the Rev Zealand 
vind loadiq code (3) and ti•be:- code (4). The basic pst vind speed vas taken 
as 66 metres per second vbicb after various modifications yielded a desisn vind 
speed of 62 ra/s and a quasi static desip pressure of 2.36 kPa. llet uplift 
desicn pressure on the roof structure vas calculated as 2.6 tra and the vall 
braciq vas desianecl for 3.5 tra. A subsequent checlt of the calc.Jlations by 
the Cyclone Testin& Station revealed that the lipt sauce •tal strap securina 
the trusses vould be overstressed by about 60: at desip l.,.d, but that stress 
vould still be only about ~' of the predicted static failin& load. 

3.2 Si•ulatecl Loadinc and Measure11ertt 

After bavinc deterained desisn loads, forces vere applied to the hurricane 
house in such a manner as to produce the AM structural effect as those loacls. 
The .. chanics of the force application are illustrated in Pia. 2. 

lackinc forces vere applied to the top of the structure by a hydraulic r .. 
(a) vbicb applied a tension force to a cable. This cable passed over a pulley 
(b) and thrqh the house to a load spreader (c). Three such loadin& fr ... s 
and apre-ders distributed lateral loads over the le..,th of the top plate of the 
house, approxi .. tinc the uniforaly distributed load applied to the valls in 
hi1h vinds • 

Firure 2 Con!tauration of loading ayste~ 

Uplift forces vere applied usin1 the hydraulic r .. (d) vhich pulled 
dovnvards on one end of a lar1e •s .. -sav• be .. (•)· The other end lifted a 
load spreader (f) vhich distributed the uplift loads to load spreaders adjacent 
to the roof battens. 
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The forces vere 90Ditored ustna strain pup load cells, m •flectlou vere 
••sured ulna a computer med instrumentation syst• (5). OYer ftftJ 

speciall1 constructed displac .... t transducers wre placed OD tile llouae, aad 
tbey electrontcallJ transaitted •asure11ents to a portable C011pUter. The data 
acquisition SJSt• took less than 5 seconds to record r ... i ... fnm 52 
transducers, so that creep durlna tbe masurement period ,.. llinialsed. !be 

loads and deflection cunes could Ille wined as the test vas llleiDI perfomed. 
These cunes verif iea that the house vas bebawina in a linear fashion durina 
elastic tests and vere used to deteraiae modes of failure durina the 
destructive tests. 

3.3 Test Proarame 

There are tvo separate areas of in•estlaation in the house tuti111 research 
proarame. The first involves stiffness tests on elaents of the buildina 
durina its construction; the second is the deteraination of str...,tb of the 
buildina as an entity and of its components. 

3.3.1 Stiffness tests 

This test proaruae necessitates construction of the buildina in an unusual 
sequence, vhereby the valls are erected and lined prior to the i~tallation of 
the roofina. By buildina in this manner, racltin1 tests can be conducted on 
individual valls to deteraine their stiffness. Addition of the roofina 
.. terial .. y constitute a structural diaphrasa, capable of distributina the 
applied racltina force to nearby valls. lloof sheetina can act as an efficient 
diaphra,., dependin1 upon its fastenin1s (6). Internal linin1 .. terials can 
also act as structural diaphrag115, but thi• house had no such linin1s or 
ceilin1. 

3.3.2 Stren1th tests 

Vhen testin1 a house desisned to resist tropical cyclone~, iJ is essential 
to siaulate the continual buffettin1 forces that the house vould receive fro• 
vind susts. The sequence and aa1nitude of application of the forces vere i~ 
accordance vith an industry accepted standard (7). The pro1r ... e required ' 
10200 cycles of uplift load to be applied to roofin1, and 1020 cycles of 
lateral load to be applied to valls. 

' 
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For roofs the follovina sequence ls ..Sopted: 

8000 cycles 
2000 cycles 
200 cycles 

0 - 5/8 desicn load - 0 
O - 3/4 desip load - O 
O - desip load - O 

For valls one tmth cf the nuaber of cycles to each load level is applied. 

Racltina and uplift forces vere applied to the house si1111ltaneously. During 
the cyclic loadina proara1111e this vas accomplished by applyina nine cycles of 
uplift only followed by a cycle of combined uplift and racking. 

At th.t coapletion of the cyclinc sequence the house vas loaded 
incr.-entally in both uplift anJ racltinc, .. intainina the correct ratio of 
forces, until failure occurred. This vas taken as the strenath of the 
hurricane house. 

4. RESPONSE OF TSE BUIUlICANE BOUSE 

4.1 Elastic Loadina 

.. cltina tests vere conducted on each transverse vall of the bouse, vith the 
roof structure in place, but no roof sbeetina. The Masured racltiq stiffness 
of the three transverse valls of the Tonsan house v~ a follows: 

Vest vall 2.02 kN/ .. 
lnterr-al vall 1.35 kN/ .. 
last vall 2.03 kN/u 

The end valls shov remarkable agreement and the internal vall, vhich vas not 
designed as a bracing vall, demonstrated that it had the capacity to act as 
one. 

Although the racking force vas applied directly to the top of each 
• transverse vall in turn, there vas some lateral distribution of that force by 

the side valls of the house. Table 1 lists the percentage of load carried by 
each vall. Althou1h the end valls had indentical stiffnesses, they attracted 

• different percentaces of the applied load. This is a reflection of the 
discontinuity provided by the doorvays in the external valls (see Pis. 1). It 
vas more difficult for forces to be transferred betveen the vest vall and the 
internal vall than betveen the internal and the east vall. 

' 
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TOLE l 

lackina force distributioa in burricane house vitbout roofiac 

Percent.,e of applied lMd carried by 
1ac1tiac load 
applied at top of 

Vest vall Internal vall last vall 

Vest vall 83 17 0 

Internal vall 9 78 13 

last vall 2 30 68 

After the corrusated steel roofina vas installed the racking test on each 
vall vas repeated. The results of the force distribution analysis are listed 
in Table 2. 

The diapbrap effect of the roof sheetina vas •st pronounced vhen the vest 
vall vas loaded. It upted the effect of the discontinuity, and ude the 
response al•st.tbe .._as for the case of the loaded nst vall. The roofina 

-
diaphraca also affected the force distribution for the internal vall, but the 
effect of the doorways vas still evident. 

The response of the east vall is interesting in that it shovs little effect 
of the roofing diaphraca. This su11ests that, in the elastic ran1e of the 
house response, the looped strap connecting roof trusses to valls allowed some 
lateral aove .. nt of the valls before the roof diaphrasm could act, virtually 
nullifyin1 the effect of the diaiphraaa. 

TABLE 2 

lackin1 force distribution in hurricane house vith roofin1 

Rackin1 load 
appli~d at top of 

Vest vall 

Internal vall 

East vall 

Percenta1e of applied load carried by 

Vest vall 

64 

lS 

4 

Internal vall 

32 

S2 

34 

East vall 

4 

33 

62 

' 

, 
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4.2 C,clic Loatll111 

4.2.1 Orl1iaal house 

eo.,lete •tails of tbe Toapn burricane house under •i•lated CJcllc 
loadiaa •v• been published 1" loulhtoa and leerdon (8). A .-ry ls 1tven 
Mlov. 

Durlna application of tbe proposed 8000 CJcles of S/8 -.1p qplift lo.d, a 
tvisted •tal stnp securina a truss failed. Tla9 strap ba4 beea installed in 
such a v., as to attract a disproportionate amount of teasile iel'C• to its 
outer ..... rtaue 3 sbovs the installed strap. A crack start .. at the eclae 
and propopted until tbe atrap failed in tension, alter 2500 crel• of u9lift 
load (hence 2SO cycles of lateral load). At about 4000 uplift cycles straps 
securtna tbree other trusses failed, allovins sipificant lateral movaent of 
the top of the 'vindvard' vall. 

25 x 1.2 m11 metal strap 

Figure 3 Truss hold-down detail 

The test vas stopped and the situation assessed. 

It vas acknovled1ed that the straps vere overstressed by about 57% in 
uplift. Purther, the lateral rackins force on the valls caused the trusses to 
apply an extra force to the straps by .. ans of a ved1in1 action. This .. y have 
increa•ed the uplift force to approximately 2.2 tiaes desisn, and the cyclin1 
force to 1.4 tiaes desisn. But this lorce is still only about 50% of the 
anticipated failin1 load of the strap • 

It must be concluded therefore that the stren1th of the straps had been 
sisnificantly reduced vith application of the loadin1 cycles • 

4.3 Modified aouse 

The hou11 va1 repaired by in1tallin1 overbattens on top of the trusses and 
boltiftl th .. to the top plate Of each Vall. Pisure 4 de~onstrates the 
principle. This syte• vas chosen so that it could easily be lapleaented on 
existins houses in Tonia, if necessary. 
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--~--.~~ ---overbatten ~, ~ -

Figure 4 Bolting of overbatten 

In order to fully load the nev hold-dovn syst• it vu decided to apply the 
total 8000 cycles of 5/8 design uplift load to the llOdilied house. Bovever as 
no llOdifications vere made to the bracina strength of the bouse only 400 cycles 
of 5/8 desip lateral load vere applied. that is, the c:ompl_.t of the 
ori1inal nucber. 

Only •inor failures of the internal vall occurred duri111 application of the 
8000 uplift cycles. The deflections, bovever, vere quite sisnificant vith 20 
.. vertical •oaent at the eaves and 35 .. lateral moveaent at the top of the 
vindvard vall. 

Comaence .. n~ of the 2000 cycles of 3/4 desicn uplift load, and the 
correspondins lateral load, caused a sisnificant increase in total 110vement of 
the house. The eaves lifted 35 • and the top of the vall moved 60 • 
laterally. These deflections vere due in part to the concrete footinss lifting 
by about 15 .. on the vindvard side of the buildin1. 

Sisnificant structural damase occurred during this loadin1 sequence. Nails 
pulled out of batten straps, teeth broke off the truss plates and the hardboard 
vas bein1 sprun1 off the internal vall. 

Despite its overall deterioration the ~ouse menaced to resist that full 
cc~pleaent of load cycles. 

After 50 cycles of desicn uplift load (5 of desisn lateral) the internal 
vall vas virtually destroyed, but the house vas still resistin1 the applied 
loads. The apex joint of tvo trusses had co•pletely failed, but truss action ' 
continued as the rid1e cappin1 started to act as link betveen the tvo top 
chords, despite a relative •ovement of about 30 .. betveen chords, Fis. 5. 
This situation prevailed for the rest of the loadin1 sequence, but it resulted, 
in lar11 deflec~ions, beyond the capeity of the .. asurin1 equip•ent. 

Subsequent analysis of the forces at the rid1e of th• truss indicated that, 
I 

the rids• cappi~I had the capacity to resist even hi1her loads if it acted 
si•ilar to steel roofin1 (6). 

• 
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Vith the coapletion of the cycles to desip load the fdl cyclic loading 
sequency vas achieved. The llOdified hurricane house had been able to resist 
siaulated cyclone vind conditions commensurate vitb a desip vind velocity of 
62 •Is. The house had deflected sipificantly but it had not totally failed. 

Appex joint Intact 

flattened ridge 
capping 

Failed apex joint 

Figure S Load transfer through ridge capping 

After the cyclic loadiq sequence the house vas loaded incrementally in 
uplift ud racti• unfil failure occornd. This happened at 1.3 times duip 
load vben tbe top chord of one of the trusses broke at a position near the 
heel. The ftry clean break Indicated tbat the failure llOde vas caused by a 

coabination of shear and tension forces. 

The consequences of tbis 30I reserve of strencth should be considered in 
the Upt of the Toncan ecOllCllll)'. 

5. COllCLUSIOlfS 

All transftrse valls acted u k•d• nlls. The roof diaphrap had a 
1reater effect on the western end of t .. house than on the eastern end, durln1 
the elastic response tests. Almost 40I of rackina forces ap~lied to a vall can 
be transferred laterally by the roof diaphr.,.. 

The vulnerability of a traditional .. thod of joinlna structural coaponents 
has been hlshli1hted, ins011Uch as the strencth of the li1ht 1ause .. tal straps 
vas si1nific:antly affected by the load cycllftl. 

The •odified hurricane house resisted the simulated cyclone vind forces 
based on a desip velocity of 62 ats. Altlloulh IOlle joints koke and the houH 
deflected 1isnlficantly, the structural redundancies allovecl it to .. 1ntaln its 
lntesrety. 
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The authors are of the opinion that the structural principals used in the 
llOdUied hurricane house could be used as a aodel for the desip of cyclone 
resistant housinc in other countries in the Pacific area. The architecture .. y 

need to be chanced but the basic concepts could be .. intained, especially as 

they have nov been tested by a siMalated cyclone. Bovever, traditional 
jointinc .. terials such as lipt gauge steel or vire •Y have to be replaced by 

bolts and other elements less prone to de,redation under cyclic loadinc. 
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